Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda
Supplement for February 6, 2019, Monthly Meeting
Overview of Public Comments on Proposed Advertising Rules as of February 4, 2019
The Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda (CDRR) published proposed lawyer advertising
rules in the Texas Bar Journal (December 1, 2018) and the Texas Register (November 30, 2018). The
CDRR has provided three months for public comments on the proposed advertising rules and will
continue to accept comments through March 1, 2019. The public comments received thus far are included
in this supplement.
The CDRR held a public hearing on the proposed advertising rules on January 9, 2019, at the Texas Law
Center. A transcript of that hearing is also included in this supplement.
To date, the CDRR has received approximately 41 written comments on the proposed advertising rules.
In addition, eight individuals commented on the proposed advertising rules at the January 9, 2019, public
hearing. In general, a wide variety of comments have been received, including comments supporting and
opposing proposed rule changes. The following are some issues addressed by the comments received thus
far:
•

Trade names (Proposed Rule 7.01)

•

Statements of special competence (Proposed Rule 7.02)

•

Issues relating to when an advertising disclaimer is required (Proposed Rule 7.03)

•

Requirements relating to how disclosures/disclaimers are made (Proposed Rules 7.01 and 7.03)

•

The requirement to file advertising/solicitations with the staff of the Advertising Review
Committee and the pre-approval process for advertising/solicitations (Proposed Rules 7.04 and
7.05)

•

Communications exempt or not exempt from the filing requirements (Proposed Rule 7.05)

•

Solicitation communications requested by a prospective client and whether they are subject to
advertising disclaimer and filing requirements (Proposed Rules 7.03, 7.04 and 7.05)

•

The proposed deletion of certain current provisions which deem specific practices false or
misleading and the proposed deletion of certain current disclosures relating to referrals
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Changes to rules on advertising
Monday, January 14, 2019 11:50:36 AM

Contact
First Name

Gail

Last Name

Deml

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

16286950

Feedback
Subject

Changes to rules on advertising

Comments
These changes are sorely needed. Thank you.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Advertisiing rules
Saturday, January 26, 2019 1:27:14 PM

Contact
First Name

Harry

Last Name

Tindall

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

20053003

Feedback
Subject

Advertisiing rules

Comments
I make the following non-substantive drafting suggestions to the proposed draft of the advertising
rules. A few comments: I have been a Uniform Law Comissioner for 24 years and spend much time
on drafting uniform statutes. Several of the changes deal with preferred spelling. I have used
Merriam Webster's Dictionary as found on the internet. I have attempted to draft in the singular
tense. I have attempted to streamline the text and avoid unnecessary language. I thank you for your
diligent work and support the substantive policies contained in the draft Harry L Tindall. Proposed
Rules (Clean Version) The text below does not show the strikethrough and underscore changes.
Please send the email address and I will send promptly. Rule 7.01 Communications Concerning a
Lawyer’s Services (a) A lawyer shall not make or sponsor a false or misleading communication about
the qualifications or services of any a lawyer or law firm. Information about legal services must be
truthful and non-deceptive nondeceptive. A communication is false or misleading if it contains a
material misrepresentation of fact or law, or omits a fact necessary to make the statement
considered as a whole not materially misleading. A statement is misleading if there is a substantial
likelihood that it will lead a reasonable person to formulate a specific conclusion about the lawyer or
the lawyer’s services for which there is no reasonable factual foundation, or if the statement is
substantially likely to create unjustified expectations about the results the lawyer can achieve. This
Rule governs all communications about a lawyer’s services, including, but not limited to,
advertisements and solicitation communications. (b) A lawyer may practice law under a non
misleading trade name, including a trade name that includes the name of one or more a deceased or
retired members member of the firm, or of a predecessor firm if there has been a succession in the
firm’s firm identity. A trade name may not imply a connection with a public or charitable legal
services organization or a governmental entity, or utilize the name of a non-lawyer nonlawyer or a
lawyer not associated with the firm. The name of a lawyer holding a public office shall not be used in
the name of a law firm, or in a communication on its behalf, during any a substantial period in which
the lawyer is not actively and regularly practicing with the firm. A law firm with an office in more
than one jurisdiction may use the same name or other professional designation in each jurisdiction,
but identification of the lawyers in an office of the firm shall indicate the jurisdictional limitations on
those not licensed to practice in the jurisdiction where the office is located. Any A statement or
disclaimer required by these rules shall be made in each language used in the communication.
However, the mere A statement that a language is spoken or understood does not by itself require a
statement or disclaimer in that language. (c) A lawyer shall not state or imply that the lawyer can
achieve results by means that violate these Rules or other law. (d) A lawyer may state or imply that
they the lawyer practices in a law firm, partnership or other organization only when that is the fact
accurate. Rule 7.02 Communications Disseminated by Public Media (a) A lawyer who advertises in
public media shall publish or broadcast the name of at least one a lawyer who is responsible for the
content of the advertisement and disclose identifies the lawyer’s primary practice location. (b) A
lawyer who advertises in public media may include a statement that the lawyer has been awarded a
Certificate of Special Competence recognized as Board Certified Specialist by the Texas Board of
Legal Specialization. A lawyer may communicate the fact that the lawyer does or does not practice in
a particular fields of law. (c) If an advertisement by a lawyer discloses a willingness, or potential
willingness, to render services on a contingent fee basis, the advertisement must state whether the
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client will be obligated to pay for other expenses, such as costs of litigation. (d) A lawyer who
advertises in public media a specific fee or range of fees for a particular an identified service shall
conform to the advertised fee or range of fees for the period during which the advertisement is
reasonably expected to be in circulation or otherwise expected to be effective in attracting clients,
unless the advertisement specifies a shorter period. However, a lawyer is not bound to conform to
the advertised fee or range of fees for a period of more than one year after the date of publication,
unless the lawyer has expressly promised to do so. Rule 7.03 Solicitation of Paid Professional
Employment (a) The following definitions apply to this rule: (1) “Regulated telephone, social media,
or other electronic contact” means any telephone, social media, or electronic communication initiated
by a lawyer, or by any a person acting on behalf of a lawyer, that involves communication in a live or
electronically interactive manner. (2) “Solicitation” or “solicit” denotes means a communication
initiated by or on behalf of a lawyer or law firm that is directed to a specific person the lawyer knows
or reasonably should know needs legal services in a particular matter and that offers to provide, or
reasonably can be understood as offering to provide, legal services for that matter. (b) A lawyer shall
not, for pecuniary gain, solicit through in-person contact, or through regulated telephone, social
media, or electronic communication, professional employment from a non-client who has not sought
the lawyer’s advice or employment, unless the target of the solicitation is: (1) a lawyer, (2) a person
who has a family, close personal, or prior business or professional relationship with the lawyer, or (3)
a person who is known by the lawyer to be an experienced user of the type of legal services involved
for business matters. (c) A lawyer shall not send, deliver, or transmit, or knowingly permit or cause
another person to send, deliver, or transmit, a written, audio, audiovisual, digital media, recorded
telephone message, or other electronic communication to a prospective client, if: (1) the
communication involves coercion, duress, overreaching, intimidation, or undue influence; (2) the
communication is designed to resemble a legal pleadings or other legal documents; or (3) the
communication is not plainly marked or clearly designated an “ADVERTISEMENT” unless the target of
the solicitation is: (i) a lawyer (ii) a person who has a family, close personal, or prior business or
professional relationship with the lawyer, or (iii) a person who is known by the lawyer to be an
experienced user of the type of legal services involved for business matters. (d) A lawyer shall not
pay, give, or offer to pay or give, anything of value to a person not licensed to practice law for
soliciting or referring prospective clients for paid professional employment, except nominal gifts given
as an expression of appreciation that are neither intended nor reasonably expected to be a form of
compensation for recommending a lawyer’s services. This Rule does not prohibit a lawyer from
paying reasonable fees for advertising and public relations services or the usual charges of a lawyer
referral service that meets the requirements of Occupations Code Title 5, Subtitle B, Chapter 952. (e)
Except as otherwise permitted, a lawyer shall not, for the purpose of securing professional
employment, pay, give, or advance, or offer to pay, give, or advance, anything of value to a
prospective client, other than actual litigation expenses or financial assistance expressly as permitted
by law. (f) This Rule does not prohibit communications authorized by law, such as notice to members
of a class in class action litigation. Rule 7.04 Filing Requirements for Public Advertisements and
Written, Recorded, Electronic, or Other Digital Solicitations (a) A lawyer shall file with the staff of the
Advertising Review Committee, of the State Bar of Texas, no later than the date of dissemination of
an advertisement of legal services via public media, or the date of a solicitation communication sent
by any all means, including social media, for the purpose of obtaining professional employment: (1)
a copy of the advertisement or solicitation communication (including packaging if applicable) in the
form in which it appeared or will appear upon dissemination; (2) a completed lawyer advertising and
solicitation communication application; and (3) payment to the State Bar of Texas of a fee set
authorized by the Board of Directors. (b) If requested by the staff of the Advertising Review
Committee, a lawyer shall promptly submit information to substantiate statements or representations
made or implied in any an advertisement or written, recorded, electronic, or digital solicitation
communication. Rule 7.05 Communications Exempt from Filing Requirements (a) The filing
requirements of these rules do not extend to any of the following materials, provided those materials
comply with Rule 7.01: (1) an advertisement in public media that contains only part or all of the
following information, (i) the name of the lawyer or firm and lawyers associated with the firm, with
office addresses, electronic addresses, telephone numbers, office and telephone service hours,
telecopier numbers, and a designation of the profession such as “attorney,” “lawyer,” “law office,” or
“firm”; (ii) the particular areas of law in which the lawyer or firm practices or concentrates or to
which it limits its practice; (iii) the date of admission of the lawyer or lawyers to the State Bar of
Texas, to particular federal courts, and to the a bars bar of another jurisdictions; (iv) the educational
background of the lawyer or lawyers; (v) technical and professional licenses granted by this state
and other recognized licensing authorities; (vi) foreign language abilities; (vii) particular areas Areas
of law in which one or more a lawyers are is certified by the Texas Board of Legal Specialization;
(viii) identification of prepaid or group legal service plans in which the lawyer participates; (ix) the
acceptance or nonacceptance of credit cards; (x) any fee for initial consultation and fee schedule;
(xi) in the case of a website, links to other websites; (xii) sponsorship by the lawyer or firm of a
charitable, civic, or community program or event, or sponsorship of a public service announcement;
(xiii) any disclosure or statement required by these rules; and (xiv) any other information specified
from time to time in an order promulgated by the Supreme Court of Texas; (2) an advertisement in
public media that: (i) identifies one or more lawyers a lawyer or a firm as a contributor to a specified
charity or as a sponsor of a specified charitable, community, or public interest program, activity, or
event; and (ii) contains no information about the lawyers or firm other than names of the lawyers or
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firm or both, location of the law offices, and the fact of the sponsorship or contribution; (3) a listing
or entry in a regularly published law list; (4) an announcement card stating new or changed
associations, new offices, or similar changes relating to a lawyer or firm, or a tombstone professional
card; (5) in the case of a communications sent, delivered, or transmitted to, rather than accessed by,
intended recipients, a newsletter, whether written, digital, or electronic, provided that it is sent,
delivered, or transmitted mailed only to: (i) an existing or former clients; (ii) another lawyers or
professionals; or (iii) a members of a nonprofit organization that meets the following conditions: the
primary purposes of the organization do not include the rendition of legal services; the
recommending, furnishing, paying for, or educating persons regarding legal services is incidental and
reasonably related to the primary purposes of the organization; the organization does not derive a
financial benefit from the rendition of legal services by a lawyer; and the person for whom the legal
services are rendered, and not the organization, is recognized as the client of the lawyer who is
recommended, furnished, or paid by the organization. Rule 7.06 Prohibited Employment (a) A lawyer
shall not accept or continue employment in a matter when that employment was procured by
conduct prohibited by any of Rules 7.01 through 7.05, 8.04(a)(2), or 8.04(a)(9), engaged in by that
lawyer personally or by any other another person whom the lawyer ordered, encouraged, or
knowingly permitted to engage in such conduct. (b) A lawyer shall not accept or continue
employment in a matter when the lawyer knows or reasonably should know that employment was
procured by conduct prohibited by any of Rules 7.01 through 7.05, 8.04(a)(2), or 8.04(a)(9),
engaged in by any another person or entity that is a shareholder, partner, or member of, an
associate in, or of counsel to that lawyer's firm; or by any another person whom any of the foregoing
persons or entities ordered, encouraged, or knowingly permitted to engage in such conduct. (c) A
lawyer who has not violated paragraph (a) or (b) in accepting employment in a matter shall not
continue employment in that matter once the lawyer knows or reasonably should know that the
person procuring the lawyer's employment in the matter engaged in, or ordered, encouraged, or
knowingly permitted another to engage in, conduct prohibited by any of Rules 7.01 through 7.05,
8.04(a)(2), or 8.04(a)(9) in connection with the matter unless nothing of value is given thereafter in
return for that employment. [7.07 DELETED]
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Harry Tindall Suggestions
Proposed Rules (Clean Version)
Rule 7.01 Communications Concerning a Lawyer’s Services
(a) A lawyer shall not make or sponsor a false or misleading communication about the qualifications or
services of any a lawyer or law firm. Information about legal services must be truthful and non
deceptive nondeceptive. A communication is false or misleading if it contains a material
misrepresentation of fact or law, or omits a fact necessary to make the statement considered as a
whole not materially misleading. A statement is misleading if there is a substantial likelihood that it will
lead a reasonable person to formulate a specific conclusion about the lawyer or the lawyer’s services for
which there is no reasonable factual foundation, or if the statement is substantially likely to create
unjustified expectations about the results the lawyer can achieve. This Rule governs all communications
about a lawyer’s services, including, but not limited to, advertisements and solicitation communications.
(b) A lawyer may practice law under a non misleading trade name, including a trade name that
includes the name of one or more a deceased or retired members member of the firm, or of a
predecessor firm if there has been a succession in the firm’s firm identity. A trade name may not
imply a connection with a public or charitable legal services organization or a governmental entity,
or utilize the name of a non lawyer nonlawyer or a lawyer not associated with the firm. The name
of a lawyer holding a public office shall not be used in the name of a law firm, or in a
communication on its behalf, during any a substantial period in which the lawyer is not actively and
regularly practicing with the firm. A law firm with an office in more than one jurisdiction may use
the same name or other professional designation in each jurisdiction, but identification of the
lawyers in an office of the firm shall indicate the jurisdictional limitations on those not licensed to
practice in the jurisdiction where the office is located. Any A statement or disclaimer required by
these rules shall be made in each language used in the communication. However, the
mere A statement that a language is spoken or understood does not by itself require a statement or
disclaimer in that language.
(c) A lawyer shall not state or imply that the lawyer can achieve results by means that violate these
Rules or other law.
(d) A lawyer may state or imply that they the lawyer practices in a law firm, partnership or other
organization only when that is the fact accurate.

Rule 7.02 Communications Disseminated by Public Media
(a) A lawyer who advertises in public media shall publish or broadcast the name of at least one a
lawyer who is responsible for the content of the advertisement and disclose identifies the lawyer’s
primary practice location.
(b) A lawyer who advertises in public media may include a statement that the lawyer has been awarded
a Certificate of Special Competence recognized as Board Certified Specialist by the Texas Board of Legal
Specialization. A lawyer may communicate the fact that the lawyer does or does not practice in
a particular fields of law.
(c) If an advertisement by a lawyer discloses a willingness, or potential willingness, to render services on
a contingent fee basis, the advertisement must state whether the client will be obligated to pay for other
expenses, such as costs of litigation.
(d) A lawyer who advertises in public media a specific fee or range of fees for a particular an
identified service shall conform to the advertised fee or range of fees for the period during which the
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advertisement is reasonably expected to be in circulation or otherwise expected to be effective in
attracting clients, unless the advertisement specifies a shorter period. However, a lawyer is not bound
to conform to the advertised fee or range of fees for a period of more than one year after the date of
publication, unless the lawyer has expressly promised to do so.

Rule 7.03 Solicitation of Paid Professional Employment
(a) The following definitions apply to this rule:
(1) “Regulated telephone, social media, or other electronic contact” means any telephone, social
media, or electronic communication initiated by a lawyer, or by any a person acting on behalf of
a lawyer, that involves communication in a live or electronically interactive manner.
(2) “Solicitation” or “solicit” denotes means a communication initiated by or on behalf of a
lawyer or law firm that is directed to a specific person the lawyer knows or reasonably should
know needs legal services in a particular matter and that offers to provide, or reasonably can be
understood as offering to provide, legal services for that matter.
(b) A lawyer shall not, for pecuniary gain, solicit through in-person contact, or through regulated
telephone, social media, or electronic communication, professional employment from a non-client
who has not sought the lawyer’s advice or employment, unless the target of the solicitation is:
(1) a lawyer,
(2) a person who has a family, close personal, or prior business or professional
relationship with the lawyer, or
(3) a person who is known by the lawyer to be an experienced user of the type of legal
services involved for business matters.
(c) A lawyer shall not send, deliver, or transmit, or knowingly permit or cause another person to send,
deliver, or transmit, a written, audio, audiovisual, digital media, recorded telephone message, or other
electronic communication to a prospective client, if:
(1) the communication involves coercion, duress, overreaching, intimidation, or undue
influence;
(2) the communication is designed to resemble a legal pleadings or other legal documents; or
(3) the communication is not plainly marked or clearly designated an “ADVERTISEMENT” unless
the target of the solicitation is:
(i) a lawyer
(ii) a person who has a family, close personal, or prior business or professional
relationship with the lawyer, or
(iii) a person who is known by the lawyer to be an experienced user of the type of legal
services involved for business matters.
(d) A lawyer shall not pay, give, or offer to pay or give, anything of value to a person not licensed to
practice law for soliciting or referring prospective clients for paid professional employment, except
nominal gifts given as an expression of appreciation that are neither intended nor reasonably expected
to be a form of compensation for recommending a lawyer’s services. This Rule does not prohibit a
lawyer from paying reasonable fees for advertising and public relations services or the usual charges of a
lawyer referral service that meets the requirements of Occupations Code Title 5, Subtitle B, Chapter 952.
(e) Except as otherwise permitted, a lawyer shall not, for the purpose of securing professional
employment, pay, give, or advance, or offer to pay, give, or advance, anything of value to a prospective
client, other than actual litigation expenses or financial assistance expressly as permitted by law.
(f) This Rule does not prohibit communications authorized by law, such as notice to members of a class
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in class action litigation.

Rule 7.04 Filing Requirements for Public Advertisements and Written, Recorded, Electronic, or Other
Digital Solicitations
(a) A lawyer shall file with the staff of the Advertising Review Committee, of the State Bar of Texas, no
later than the date of dissemination of an advertisement of legal services via public media, or the date
of a solicitation communication sent by any all means, including social media, for the purpose of
obtaining professional employment:
(1) a copy of the advertisement or solicitation communication (including packaging if applicable)
in the form in which it appeared or will appear upon dissemination;
(2) a completed lawyer advertising and solicitation communication application; and
(3) payment to the State Bar of Texas of a fee set authorized by the Board of Directors.
(b) If requested by the staff of the Advertising Review Committee, a lawyer shall promptly submit
information to substantiate statements or representations made or implied in any an advertisement
or written, recorded, electronic, or digital solicitation communication.
Rule 7.05 Communications Exempt from Filing Requirements
(a) The filing requirements of these rules do not extend to any of the following materials, provided those
materials comply with Rule 7.01:
(1) an advertisement in public media that contains only part or all of the following information,
(i) the name of the lawyer or firm and lawyers associated with the firm, with office
addresses, electronic addresses, telephone numbers, office and telephone service
hours, telecopier numbers, and a designation of the profession such as “attorney,”
“lawyer,” “law office,” or “firm”;
(ii) the particular areas of law in which the lawyer or firm practices or concentrates or to
which it limits its practice;
(iii) the date of admission of the lawyer or lawyers to the State Bar of Texas,
to particular federal courts, and to the a bars bar of another jurisdictions;
(iv) the educational background of the lawyer or lawyers;
(v) technical and professional licenses granted by this state and other recognized
licensing authorities;
(vi) foreign language abilities;
(vii) particular areas Areas of law in which one or more a lawyers are is certified
by the Texas Board of Legal Specialization;
(viii) identification of prepaid or group legal service plans in which the lawyer
participates;
(ix) the acceptance or nonacceptance of credit cards;
(x) any fee for initial consultation and fee schedule;
(xi) in the case of a website, links to other websites;
(xii) sponsorship by the lawyer or firm of a charitable, civic, or community program or
event, or sponsorship of a public service announcement;
(xiii) any disclosure or statement required by these rules; and
(xiv) any other information specified from time to time in an order promulgated by
the Supreme Court of Texas;
(2) an advertisement in public media that:
(i) identifies one or more lawyers a lawyer or a firm as a contributor to
a specified charity or as a sponsor of a specified charitable, community, or public
interest program, activity, or event; and
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(ii) contains no information about the lawyers or firm other than names of the lawyers

or firm or both, location of the law offices, and the fact of the sponsorship or
contribution;
(3) a listing or entry in a regularly published law list;
(4) an announcement card stating new or changed associations, new offices, or similar changes
relating to a lawyer or firm, or a tombstone professional card;
(5) in the case of a communications sent, delivered, or transmitted to, rather than accessed by,
intended recipients, a newsletter, whether written, digital, or electronic, provided that it is sent,
delivered, or transmitted mailed only to:
(i) an existing or former clients;
(ii) another lawyers or professionals; or
(iii) a members of a nonprofit organization that meets the following conditions: the
primary purposes of the organization do not include the rendition of legal services; the
recommending, furnishing, paying for, or educating persons regarding legal services is
incidental and reasonably related to the primary purposes of the organization; the
organization does not derive a financial benefit from the rendition of legal services by a
lawyer; and the person for whom the legal services are rendered, and not the
organization, is recognized as the client of the lawyer who is recommended, furnished,
or paid by the organization.

Rule 7.06 Prohibited Employment
(a) A lawyer shall not accept or continue employment in a matter when that employment was procured
by conduct prohibited by any of Rules 7.01 through 7.05, 8.04(a)(2), or 8.04(a)(9), engaged in by that
lawyer personally or by any other another person whom the lawyer ordered, encouraged, or knowingly
permitted to engage in such conduct.
(b) A lawyer shall not accept or continue employment in a matter when the lawyer knows or reasonably
should know that employment was procured by conduct prohibited by any of Rules 7.01 through 7.05,
8.04(a)(2), or 8.04(a)(9), engaged in by any another person or entity that is a shareholder, partner, or
member of, an associate in, or of counsel to that lawyer's firm; or by any another person whom any of
the foregoing persons or entities ordered, encouraged, or knowingly permitted to engage in such
conduct.
(c) A lawyer who has not violated paragraph (a) or (b) in accepting employment in a matter shall not
continue employment in that matter once the lawyer knows or reasonably should know that the person
procuring the lawyer's employment in the matter engaged in, or ordered, encouraged, or knowingly
permitted another to engage in, conduct prohibited by any of Rules 7.01 through 7.05, 8.04(a)(2), or
8.04(a)(9) in connection with the matter unless nothing of value is given thereafter in return for that
employment.

[7.07 DELETED]
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Comment on Attorney advertising
Monday, January 14, 2019 10:52:24 AM

Contact
First Name

Iris

Last Name

Porter

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

00789554

Feedback
Subject

Comment on Attorney advertising

Comments
I believe the profession was more respected when advertising was not permitted--like doctors. Some
of the ads are very embarrassing and laughed at by the general public. I realize it may be very
difficult to set standards, but I surely wish something could be done to curtail outrageous and
unprofessional TV advertisements. I believe that today there are other means for the public to reach
representation.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Proposed Advertising Rules
Monday, January 14, 2019 6:15:42 PM

Contact
First Name

John

Last Name

COPE

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

00785784

Feedback
Subject

Proposed Advertising Rules

Comments
To the degree that it appears someone is trying to introduce common sense to advertising rules, and
to the further degree that the State Bar is willing to apply reason in applying those rules, I am in
favor of the effort.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: New Rules
Monday, January 14, 2019 11:42:35 AM

Contact
First Name

John

Last Name

Cucci

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

24130107

Feedback
Subject

New Rules

Comments
I like the new rules. This includes the exemption of basic information on social media not needing
government review.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Advertising
Monday, January 14, 2019 3:28:06 PM

Contact
First Name

Kenneth

Last Name

Polson

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

16106000

Feedback
Subject

Advertising

Comments
Advertising should not be allowed in the Profession.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Commentary to Advertising Rules
Monday, January 14, 2019 5:20:36 PM

Contact
First Name

LINDA

Last Name

EVANSWOOD

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

792253

Feedback
Subject

Commentary to Advertising Rules

Comments
Comment to 7.01 (b) or a lawyer who is not associated with or who has never been associated with
the firm. 7.01(b) or a lawyer who is not associated with or who has never been a member of the
firm. Associated is too broad. It could include a one-time co-counsel on a case. Associated with could
include a lawyer hired as an expert witness. Associated with could include consulting for the firm. I’m
inclined to eliminate “associated” altogether and stay with “never been a member of the firm.”;
unless somehow you have something else in mind. Member of the firm also tracks the wording of the
earlier language in the same section. Using “associated” later in the same section also muddies
clarity of what constitutes an acceptable trade name. If you are bent on using “associated”, then you
might consider defining it. Comment to 7.05 (a)(1) “Only part or all of the following information”?
Could this phrasing not lead to confusion? It seems like an inevitability. What do you really want to
accomplish with this re-write of 7:05(a)(1)? It is not quite clear to me. Sections 7.05 (2), (3), and (4)
are crystal clear. Comment to 7:05 (5) (iii). Would you be able to adjust the numbering assigned to
this section so that the four long descriptions of requirements could be each have their own letter or
number? I think the wording itself if clear (with a second reading). When I see a rule that has clearly
delineated sections to it with letters or numbers, I know the authors and the Bar “means business”;
one better pay attention and follow them.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Proposed Changes to Advertising Rules; Unlicensed Practice of Law in Texas
Monday, January 14, 2019 1:12:50 PM

Contact
First Name

Lisa

Last Name

Kitagawa

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

24094301

Feedback
Subject

Proposed Changes to Advertising Rules; Unlicensed Practice of Law in Texas

Comments
Thank you for your leadership. I am honored to be a member of the State Bar of Texas. I am a small
"mom and pop" firm which serves Japanese companies with our main office California and a satellite
office in Plano (by appointment only) . I have filed many applications for approval of advertisements
with the State Bar of Texas and am doing my utmost to comply with the Texas Rules. My husband
and son are both Eagle scouts and we are going to help our daughter try to become and one of the
first girl Eagle scouts. Our clients are Japanese companies and integrity is essential to the samurai
code and Japanese culture. I appreciate the Texas transparency rules such as identifying the names
and qualifications of persons in photographs on a website. For example, in California, there are no
requirements to disclose if the persons in the photograph on a website are lawyers or unlicensed
staff, which is misleading. I am also a member of the Bar Associations of the States of California,
Georgia and New York,. Only Texas requires applications for approval of advertisements by Texas
State Bar members. I would appreciate if the Committee would consider additional protective
measures to prevent misleading the public into believing that someone is licensed in Texas when
they are not licensed in Texas. This amounts to the unlicensed practice of law in Texas. For example,
in Japan, there are only "BENGOSHI" (which means "lawyer") for Japanese lawyers for the country of
Japan since Japan does not have a state bar exam. New York has very easy requirements to become
a New York lawyer, so many persons who are NOT licensed as lawyers in Japan but have attended
an ABA LL.M. program are eligible to become NY lawyers. Once they have the NY lawyer license,
many NY lawyers (who are NOT licensed as lawyers in Japan either) simply represent themselves as
"BENGOSHI" without disclosing if they are BENGOSHI who are licensed as lawyers in Japan or only
licensed in NY. There are too many bengoshi in Japan and too many lawyers in the U.S. The ability
of persons to just call themselves "BENGOSHI" (without REQUIRING them to state where they are
actually licensed, and most importantly for those with offices in Texas who are NOT licensed in
Texas) is misleading and confusing to the public and amounts to unfair competition for Texas State
Bar members who follow and comply with the law. For example, Hiromasa Ohashi is licensed only in
New York but has been actively involved in Texas including serving on various Japan related
organizations in Texas for many years but has never bothered to become a member of the Texas
State Bar http://www.ohashiandhorn.com/our_hiromasa.asp When he was the moderator at the
November 2016 Dallas Texas gathering of Japanese companies, his contact information on the PPT
slide list of speakers only stated "bengoshi" in Japanese without disclosing whether he was licensed
in Japan or only in New York, but NOT Texas. Since he is not licensed in Texas he is not subject to
discipline in Texas. Through this licensing loophole (of being licensed in NY only or Japan only) and
representing themselves to be BENGOSHI the Japanese believe that NON-Texas lawyers are licensed
in Texas or Japan where they have offices. They evade discipline by the Texas State Bar because
they are not members of the Texas State Bar. They would have to be disciplined in NY or Japan for
conduct which occurs in Texas. Non-Texas lawyers can easily practice law in Texas with impunity
and have offices in Texas without having to comply with the Texas State Bar rules. This is unfair
competition against Texas State Bar licensed lawyers and is misleading to the public. The State Bar
of Texas should also consider measures to protect its members from unfair competition from those
who are not licensed in Texas but who are practicing law in Texas and have offices in Texas without
adequate disclosures and misleading the public into believing that they are licensed in Texas. If
17

persons have a Texas office, actively do business in Texas, advertise and make presentations in
Texas, there should be some time limitations for such activities and they should be required to
disclose where they are licensed or to affirmatively state that they are NOT licensed in Texas. This
misleading conduct of appearing to actively practicing law in Texas without a Texas State Bar license
should also make them ineligible for the Texas State Bar due to misleading activities which have
continued for years. I hope that the Texas State Bar will consider actions to protect the public and to
actively prosecute those who appear to be engaged in the unlicensed practice of law in Texas. Thank
you for your consideration.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Proposed advertising rules
Wednesday, January 23, 2019 3:25:17 PM

Contact
First Name

Mark

Last Name

Smith

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

18649100

Feedback
Subject

Proposed advertising rules

Comments
I am very much in favor of the proposed rule changes. It seems to me they emphasize the
importance of truthfulness in an ad while eliminating our current hyper-technical rules that put form
over substance. Well done!
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Proposed Rule Changes
Saturday, January 19, 2019 6:19:12 PM

Contact
First Name

Mathew

Last Name

Higbee

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

24076924

Feedback
Subject

Proposed Rule Changes

Comments
The proposed rules are in general a big improvement. However, anything that leaves the Advertising
Review Committee in existence is missing a chance to eliminate unnecessary waste and bureaucracy.
The Committee is an obtuse, capricious and ueseless beaureacratic waste. As a member of 10 state
bars, I can say it is the most outdated, unnecessary and obnoxious thing I have to deal with. Please
get rid of it.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Clarification regarding web sites
Wednesday, January 16, 2019 12:02:56 PM

Contact
First Name

Mary

Last Name

Radicke

Email
Member

No

Feedback
Subject

Clarification regarding web sites

Comments
I believe the proposed rules should be clarified regarding the requirements for lawyer/law firm web
sites, and whether lawyers/firms are still required to submit applications to the committee for
approval of web site content. Thank you.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Comments on proposed rules 7.03 and 7.04
Tuesday, January 29, 2019 4:02:25 PM

Contact
First Name

Michael

Last Name

Miller

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

14100850

Feedback
Subject

Comments on proposed rules 7.03 and 7.04

Comments
I have comments on proposed rules 7.03 and 7.04, and a minor point on proposed rule 7.05. I do
not solicit anyone who has not first sought me, for my advice or to employ me. I typically
communicate with clients and prospective clients by email. Even with prospective clients, while I’m
trying to see if I can help them and they are deciding whether or not to hire me, there is often a
considerable back-and-forth discussion of their goals and what they think they want in order to reach
them. During this, I will sometimes say (among other things) things like “that’s not a good way to do
it; X would be better.” That’s valuable advice I don’t mind giving even though I don’t get paid for it. I
will usually also tell them what I think I can do for them. Proposed rule 7.03(c)(3) would require me
to mark each of my emails in these chains “ADVERTISEMENT” merely because each is an electronic
communication to a prospective client. There are some exceptions in proposed rule 7.03(c)(3), but
the fact that the “target” is a person who has sought my advice or employment is not one (“who has
not sought the lawyer’s advice or employment” is an element of proposed rule 7.03(b), but not of
proposed rule 7.03(c)). In fact, my emails are not advertisements (they are replies to a person), so a
rule requiring me to label them “ADVERTISEMENT” would be requiring me to say something false,
which is likely prohibited by another rule. A possible solution would be to add an exception to
proposed rule 7.03(c)(3): “a person who has sought the lawyer’s advice or employment.” Proposed
rule 7.03(e) would prohibit my giving the valuable free advice described above, as well as
presentations on an aspect of the law to prospective clients. That seems unwarranted. A possible
solution would be to insert after “anything of value”: “except legal advice or information about the
law.” “Except as otherwise permitted” at the beginning of proposed rule 7.03(e) might cover this,
since I am otherwise (i.e., but for proposed rule 7.03(e)) permitted to give legal advice or make
presentations on an aspect of the law. But it’s not really clear what “Except as otherwise permitted”
means. It seems that it would swallow the rule if it really means to except what would be permitted
but for proposed rule 7.03(e). So, what does it mean? I think that should be spelled out in the rule. I
have a similar concern that proposed rule 7.03(f) might swallow proposed rule 7.03. What does
“authorized by law” mean? The law authorizes me to speak freely, and to do everything that
proposed rule 7.03 prohibits, except the communication in proposed rule 7.03(c)(1). I think the
meaning of “authorized by law” should be spelled out in the rule. My telling clients and prospective
clients what I think I can do for them (see above description of my email communications) would be
“solicitations” under proposed rule 7.03(a)(2). As such, proposed rule 7.04(a) would require me to
file each of my emails that includes any such statement (presumably with the entire email chains of
which they are a part) with the Advertising Review Committee staff. This is unnecessarily
burdensome. Much worse, it would require me to disclose confidential communications, both from
me to clients and prospective clients, and from them to me. A possible solution would be to change
proposed rule 7.03(a)(2) by adding the element “who has not sought the lawyer’s advice or
employment” to describe the recipient. A minor point is that proposed rule 7.05(a)(5) should be
corrected where it says “or transmitted mailed.” Maybe “transmitted or mailed”? I’d like your
thoughts and would be happy to discuss further.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: New Advertising Rules
Monday, January 14, 2019 12:40:15 PM

Contact
First Name

Michael

Last Name

Sanders

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

24007981

Feedback
Subject

New Advertising Rules

Comments
Allowing attorneys to use a trade name is a terrible idea. The names of dead or retired partners or
predecessor firms is fine. Names like "Common Sense Attorneys" or "Houston Truck Accident
Attorneys" would be terrible. Quit dancing around the issue of firm websites. There should be a
separate rule that addresses websites and makes the requirements reasonable. Firms should not be
required to re-submit their website every time they make any kind of change. Define public media.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Comments on Proposed Changes to the Advertising Rules
Monday, January 14, 2019 11:04:42 AM

Contact
First Name

Robert H.

Last Name

Nunnally, Jr.

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

15141600

Feedback
Subject

Comments on Proposed Changes to the Advertising Rules

Comments
Dear Gentlepersons on the committee: Thank you for your efforts in providing a suggested rules
revision. I provide the comments that follow. in Rule7.02, the following language is found: Rule 7.02
Communications Disseminated by Public Media (a) A lawyer who advertises in public media shall
publish or broadcast the name of at least one lawyer who is responsible for the content of the
advertisement and disclose the lawyer’s primary practice location. This rule adds an unnecessary
disclosure that imposes an extra burden upon the law firm without providing significant consumer
protection for the client. The goal of the rules should be to ensure that advertisements are nonmisleading and to promote ethical attorney-client relationships. Otherwise, the rules should respect
the protections accorded by the Constitution and the courts to commercial free speech. While I see a
benefit to the process in the firm making such a disclosure in the pre-approval process with the State
Bar, no similar advantage arises from requiring a printed "responsible attorney and city" statement
on a print ad itself. Although I favor eliminating this requirement altogether, I see another way to
address this concern. Rule 7.05 creates a "safe harbor" for certain advertisements exempt from the
filing requirements of Rule 7.04. If Rule 7.05 also exempted compliance with Rule 7.02(a), then law
firms could comply with Rule 7.05 and avoid not only pre-filing but also the "responsible attorney
and city" requirement. So I suggest an amendment of Rule 7.05 to provide that these ads are
exempt not only from "filing requirements" but also from Rule 7.02(a). Our small firm rarely
advertises, and our rare ads are almost always tombstone notes in community publications, usually
taken to benefit a community organization through providing it with ad revenue. We also maintain a
website which we submitted for bar approval. My interest is to ensure that routine tombstone
advertising of this type is not subject to regulatory requirements that can feel like a "gotcha'' to turn
technical issues into ethics violations. My view is that a requirement to add a name and city for a
lawyer to a simple tombstone or basic information advertisement is not a proper regulation. Thank
you for providing this opportunity to comment. Sincerely, Robert H. Nunnally, Jr.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
Re: Seeking Public Comments on Proposed Advertising Rules
Tuesday, January 15, 2019 2:10:26 PM

Why are we receiving this notice AFTER the public hearing???
Robert Featherston
Past-President, SACDLA
(210) 279-3711

On Jan 14, 2019, at 10:29 AM, State Bar of Texas - CDRR <cdrr@texasbar.com> wrote:
State Bar of Texas

Proposed Advertising Rules
Public Comments Sought
The Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda (CDRR) has published proposed changes to the
lawyer advertising rules. These were also printed in the (December) Texas Bar Journal and the
(November 30) Texas Register. A public hearing on the proposed rules was held on January 9, 2019,
at the Texas Law Center in Austin.
The Committee will continue to accept comments concerning the proposed rules through March 1,
2019. Comments can be submitted here.
The Committee was created by Government Code section 81.0872 and is responsible for overseeing
the initial process for proposing a disciplinary rule. For more information, go to texasbar.com/CDRR.
To subscribe to email updates, including notices of public hearings and published rules for comment,
click here.
Sincerely,
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Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda

Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda
State Bar of Texas | 1414 Colorado | Austin, Texas 78701 | 800.204.2222
Unsubscribe
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Amendments to Article VII of the TDRPC
Monday, January 14, 2019 11:34:04 AM

Contact
First Name

Robert

Last Name

SCHUWERK

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

17855300

Feedback
Subject

Amendments to Article VII of the TDRPC

Comments
The apparent purposes of these amendments is to align the TDRPC more closely with the ABA MRPC.
However, this will require a fairly extensive review of most Texas-centric firms' advertising and
solicitation practices for no real gain. This seems to be a revision that primarily favors large firms
with extensive multistate business acquisition activities but not be in the best interest of smaller
ones. The proposed revisions to TDRPC Rule 7.02 may be questionable. The more detailed current
version banned the specific enumerated practices based on their actually having occurred. With their
elimination, Texas lawyers may believe that they have been revived as acceptable. This could be
avoided if comments to the replacement rule gave them as illustrations of practices that would be
found to be false, misleading, or deceptive within the meaning of the revised replacement rule; but if
that is not done, the replacement might well do more harm than good.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Proposed rules re advertising
Monday, January 14, 2019 2:27:48 PM

Contact
First Name

Teresa

Last Name

Dunsmore

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

0079460

Feedback
Subject

Proposed rules re advertising

Comments
I no longer advertise, but I did years ago and may need to again some day. I think it is great that no
"not board certified" disclaimers are required; that never seemed fair. In general, I agree with the
proposed changes, with the exception of not allowing "and associates" to be used by firms of only
one. Things change, employees come and go and changes to advertisments and firm names can be
costly. One should be allowed to have an associate one week and not have one the next and then
have another one again without running afoul of the rules. I'm also not crazy about the idea of
allowing the use of deceased and retired people's names.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: New rules fail to exclude material requested by prospective client
Monday, January 28, 2019 6:14:33 PM

Contact
First Name

Timothy

Last Name

Ackermann

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

24001621

Feedback
Subject

New rules fail to exclude material requested by prospective client

Comments
Must a solicitation requested by the client now be filed? It did not used to required: Former 7.07 (e)
The filing requirements of paragraphs (a), (b), and (c) do not extend to any of the following
materials, provided those materials comply with Rule 7.02(a) through (c) and, where applicable, Rule
7.04(a) through (c): (8) a solicitation communication that is requested by the prospective client. Yet
new 7.04 requires such solicitations to be filed and does not exempt material requested by the
prospective client: New: 7.04 (a) A lawyer shall file with the staff of the Advertising Review
Committee of the State Bar of Texas, no later than the date of dissemination of an advertisement of
legal services via public media, or the date of a solicitation communication sent by any means,
including social media, for the purpose of obtaining professional employment: (1) a copy of the
advertisement or solicitation communication (including packaging if applicable) in the form in which it
appeared or will appear upon dissemination; Given the definition of a solicitation, in new 7.03, it’s
hard to see how even a proposed engagement agreement (delivered as an electronic
communication) prior to creation of A/C relationship or initiation of services would **not** be
included: New: 7.03 (2) "Solicitation" or "solicit" denotes a communication initiated by or on behalf of
a lawyer or law firm that is directed to a specific person the lawyer knows or reasonably should know
needs legal services in a particular matter and that offers to provide, or reasonably can be
understood as offering to provide, legal services for that matter. Should the lawyer hope that the
word “initiated” is read narrowly, to exclude communications that are sent by the lawyer, perhaps
with no prior written communications, if the communication “responds” to a request? ***** Must
proposed engagement agreements requested by a client be marked as ADVERTISING MATERIAL (if
not to a lawyer, prior client, etc.)? It did not used to required: Former: 7.05 (f) The provisions of
paragraphs (b) and (c) of this Rule do not apply to a written, audio, audiovisual, digital media,
recorded telephone message, or other form, of electronic solicitation communication: (4) that is
requested by the prospective client. But new 7.03 says: New: 7.03 (c) A lawyer shall not send,
deliver, or transmit, or knowingly permit or cause another person to send, deliver, or transmit, a
written, audio, audiovisual, digital media, recorded telephone message, or other electronic
communication to a prospective client, if: (3) the communication is not plainly marked or clearly
designated an "ADVERTISEMENT", unless the target of the solicitation is: (i) a lawyer (ii) a person
who has a family, close personal, or prior business or professional relationship with the lawyer, or
(iii) a person who is known by the lawyer to be an experienced user of the type of legal services
involved for business matters. Notably excluded here are communications that were requested by a
potential client.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Comments to Advertising Rules
Monday, January 14, 2019 1:17:51 PM

Contact
First Name

WILLIAM

Last Name

BELL

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

02090000

Feedback
Subject

Comments to Advertising Rules

Comments
7.03 (e) appears to prohibit buying lunch for a prospective client. It needs an exception for nominal
value. I am a real estate lawyer handling large, commercial developments. I typically take
prospective clients to lunch or coffee to get to know them and to decide whether I want to represent
them or not. 7.05 I did not see any rules that specifically address domain names. I assume that
something like "MillionDollarSettlements.com" would be a problem. Most domain names, however,
include all or part of the attorney's name, or are an abbreviation or shortened form of the
permissible firm name of the firm or trade name. Those domain names should be exempt from the
advertising rules.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Comment on advertising rules
Tuesday, January 15, 2019 4:29:07 PM

Contact
First Name

William

Last Name

Stevens

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

24063310

Feedback
Subject

Comment on advertising rules

Comments
1) If you are going to re-write the rules, why re-invent the wheel? Just use the model rules. 2)
Regarding other languages, why open that can of worms. Everything should be in English, and
nothing but English. 3) Rule 7.02: thank you for making it simpler, but you could simplify it further.
4) Honestly, you've practically re-written the entire thing. Showing the old language is more
distracting than helpful. 5) Rule 7.05. Why? Why make a list of things that are exempt? Just say
what has to be filed (preferably nothing) and leave it a that. Why do it backwards? If you want it
filed, say what you want and let us get on with practicing law. Your censorship is only going to end
up causing a 1st amendment question anyway, so just dial it down. 6) 7.06 -- no, no, and no. You
want to make an attorney drop a client because he finds out that the client came to him because of
something that was on his website that turns out to not be on the exempt list and he didn't get it
OK'd by the review committee? What if the attorney is doing a good job for the client? What if the
client doesn't care about the advertising rule? What if the client likes the attorney? Ugh. You guys
just wear me out. Just leave the rules as is, or adopt the model rules.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Proposed Rules 7.01 et seq.
Thursday, December 13, 2018 8:50:27 PM

Contact
First Name

William

Last Name

Stevens

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

24063310

Feedback
Subject

Proposed Rules 7.01 et seq.

Comments
Once again, you have created more rules, with no explanation as to why the changes are needed.
The Proposed rules for 7.01 - 7.07 take up 16 pages in the Journal! 16 pages for changes to 7 rules.
Does it not occur to anyone that we already have enough rules? Some of these proposed rules don't
even cover the same items. It is as if you just want to re-use the same rule numbers. My God! I am
trying to run a practice, take care of my clients, and make a living. You are just making more work
for me. I do not see the point of these proposed rule changes, nor the need for them. If you want to
do something useful, reduce the rules. Everyone wants to regulate us. Keep it up and you will
regulate us out of existence.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Proposed Advertising Rules Change
Monday, January 14, 2019 11:50:21 AM

Contact
First Name

Angela

Last Name

Brown

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

24071442

Feedback
Subject

Proposed Advertising Rules Change

Comments
I think trade names will help the public identify a law firm or lawyer that focuses on the problem
they have. These changes are great.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Rule Proposal
Monday, January 14, 2019 10:48:24 AM

Contact
First Name

Charles

Last Name

Mallin

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

12867400

Feedback
Subject

Rule Proposal

Comments
This is a good change. Some public officials that are also attorneys have permitted law firms to drum
up business, by allowing it to use their name, when that official does no legal work. It's a total scam,
and should not be allowed. Thank you.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Changes to Lawyer Advertising Rules
Wednesday, January 16, 2019 1:50:55 PM

Contact
First Name

David

Last Name

Sprott

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

24046895

Feedback
Subject

Changes to Lawyer Advertising Rules

Comments
I noticed that the changes will, if approved, allow attorneys and law firms to go by a trade name. I
would add language to the rule to make sure that any trade name clearly indicates that the business
is a law firm, such as containing the words "attorneys," "lawyers," "law firm" or "law office." If we do
not have this requirement, then other businesses will be able to go by names similar to the trade
name of the law firm, which will give the impression that such a business is a law firm when it is not.
For example, what if a law firm makes it's trade name "Planning Services for Seniors" and a financial
planner in the same community opens shop with the name "Financial Planning Services for Seniors."
The public needs something in the name rules to be able to quickly know that the business is, in fact,
a law firm.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Encourage the approval of the proposed changes permitting the use of trade names for law firms
Saturday, February 02, 2019 3:16:31 PM

Contact
First Name

Dominic

Last Name

Lindauer

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

24076513

Feedback
Subject Encourage the approval of the proposed changes permitting the use of trade names for
law firms

Comments
I support the approval of the proposed changes permitting the use of trade names. The protection of
the public is eroded with the current prohibition on the use of trade names for law firms in Texas.
For example, consumers may become easily confused as to which law firm they are trying to
communicate with. Are they contacting John L. Smith Attorney At Law's office? Or the Law Office of
John Smith? Enabling the use of trade names will facilitate members of the public (and other
attorneys) in more accurately communicating with an intended law firm and the lawyers therein. For
example, it is more readily apparent that "John Smith, ABC PC" is different from "John Smith,
Agamemnon Broadcast Law, PLLC".
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Proposed 7.01(b)
Monday, January 14, 2019 1:39:25 PM

Contact
First Name

Eric

Last Name

Bayne

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

00792947

Feedback
Subject

Proposed 7.01(b)

Comments
I oppose the use of trade names by lawyers or law firms. Use of trade names cheapens our
profession in a time where attacks on the professionalism of lawyers is commonplace and faith in
lawyers and the legal system is abysmally low. Further, the term "non-misleading" is undefined, and
is perhaps undefinable. Attempts to enforce this provision may, and likely will, lead the committee
into a morass of reviews, appeals and, very likely, litigation. We are not butchers, bakers, or
candlestick makers--we are a learned profession and should have no need of marketing ploys. If a
lawyer is unable to trade on his or her own name, then I suggest he or she might be happier in
some more-commercial endeavor.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Rule 701(a) as proposed
Monday, January 14, 2019 11:45:35 AM

Contact
First Name

Eric

Last Name

Visser

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

00798564

Feedback
Subject

Rule 701(a) as proposed

Comments
I am all for the rewrite, for the most part. I am disturbed by the current advertising that some of my
more aggressive and vocal colleagues are able to get away with and I think it reflects poorly on the
profession, But I have serious concerns about collateral damage inflicted by proposed Rule 701(a),
and the potential chilling effect that the drafters may not have contemplated. As a 20-year solo
practitioner with a closed practice and as someone who does not advertise, I do try to present my
current book of business with comprehensive services. As a solo, this means that I rely on a network
of carefully selected referrals for specialties in various areas of the law that are not my forte. Under
the rules, I am responsible for referring my existing clients to outside counsel. Rule 701(a) first and
foremost makes no distinction in whether these "reasonable person" sensitivities apply equally to a
communication from me, the lawyer performing the services, or from me as a referring source
making affirmative statements about the expected level of service and performance of and by an
outside lawyer. The way I read the new rule, I am going to have to be extra cautious because my
representations or endorsements of the capabilities of ("any") another lawyer could backfire on me
as the referring source. This will inevitable make me think twice before I create any expectation with
the client about the performance or likelihood of success of a qualified lawyer to whom the client is
referred, irrespective of how well that outside lawyer has performed or what his or her reputation
may be. Please think twice before you implement this disastrous rule. "Rule 7.01 Communications
Concerning a Lawyer’s Services (a) A lawyer shall not make or sponsor a false or misleading
communication about the qualifications or services of any lawyer or law firm. Information about legal
services must be truthful and non-deceptive. A communication is false or misleading if it contains a
material misrepresentation of fact or law, or omits a fact necessary to make the statement
considered as a whole not materially misleading. A statement is misleading if there is a substantial
likelihood that it will lead a reasonable person to formulate a specific conclusion about the lawyer or
the lawyer’s services for which there is no reasonable factual foundation, or if the statement is
substantially likely to create unjustified expectations about the results the lawyer can achieve. This
Rule governs all communications about a lawyer’s services, including, but not limited to,
advertisements and solicitation communications."
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Ad Rules revisions
Thursday, January 17, 2019 4:40:24 PM

Contact
First Name

J

Last Name

Cottle

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

24087348

Feedback
Subject

Ad Rules revisions

Comments
As currently written, the proposed Rule forbids criticizing competitors and colleagues. "A lawyer shall
not make a false or misleading communication about the qualifications or services of any lawyer or
law firm. A communication is false or misleading if it contains a material misrepresentation of fact or
law, or omits a fact necessary to make the statement considered as a whole not materially
misleading. . . . This Rule governs all communications about a lawyer’s services, including, but not
limited to, advertisements and solicitation communications." All communications include private
conversations and assessments. Keep that in mind through the rest of my comment. This is very
bad. Judges, our anointed lawyers, are already immunized from effective criticism due to the triumph
of contempt powers over the First Amendment. Fellow lawyers should not be above like
condemnation in the opinions voiced by their peers. In so many words, this Rule tells a lawyer he
may not tell another lawyer that a third lawyer committed malpractice, e.g., by failing to file such
and such by this or that deadline. If second lawyer is third lawyer's friend, the witnesses of
"misleading" communications are already present; the third lawyer merely need say "First Lawyer
doesn't have all the facts, and misrepresented my qualifications or services!" While the Rule seems
oriented towards precluding employment, it certainly is not exempt from being used as grounds for
sanctions by the Bar, especially by vindictive peers (and it would beggar belief to think the Bar is not
aware of the childish squabbles attorneys frequently whip up amongst their number). How fun will it
be to teach ethics in Texas now where lawyer-professors declaim on the conduct of a given lawyer,
"THIS was malpractice." Is it a defense only if a judge found the lawyer liable for such? Is it a
defense to phrase it in quotation marks - "allegedly"? What about when asking for recommendations
of a particular lawyer? "I cannot recommend that lawyer." "Why not?" "I'm afraid the Bar forbids me
from giving you my two cents on him. Good luck with him if you take him, though!" While the Rule
may also have in mind the aim of curbing exploitative references, where one lawyer "oversells"
another's skills, the Rule is equally worded at blocking a lawyer from simply selling his own opinion,
much less underselling another's skills. To say the least, the epistemic matters of knowing "material
facts" or not related to a given assessment of another lawyer's skills is a philosophically troublesome
quagmire I doubt any sitting member of the Disciplinary Committee has the patience to fully explore
in a given he said/she said dispute between lawyers. What about partner promotions? It's a room full
of lawyers talking amongst themselves. What if one says "that lawyer is very bad and should not be
head of toothpicks, much less head of an IP division"? Should every lawyer rat him out under this
Rule if any one of those lawyers (oh boy) disagrees with the assessment? Should the associate in
question report his superior to the Bar for a poor performance review if the superior doesn't include
every single material fact about his inferior's performance the inferior believes was vital? Practicality
says no; technicality says yes. Why invite this quagmire? The Rule should be reworded to allow for
sharing opinions about lawyer services and skills without risk of censure. Clients, potential or fixed,
should feel free to inquire of the skill-set of others. Lawyers should be eager to share their opinions;
they're already a hesitant enough lot in terms of politics; why make barroom talk that much more
cagey? Other opinions about other parts of the Rule may follow.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Trade Name Proposal a Detriment to the Bar
Wednesday, January 02, 2019 8:33:38 PM

Contact
First Name

Laura

Last Name

Browning

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

24064965

Feedback
Subject

Trade Name Proposal a Detriment to the Bar

Comments
I felt compelled to write a comment regarding the rule change for the use of a trade name. I
strongly believe that attorneys should not be allowed to use trade names. This will debase the entire
industry. We will see names like DUIguy or DUIlady or The DUI Place or Divorcehut or
IncorporateNow. There is no telling the limit of embarrassing names attorneys will come up to
market their "product". How will we know who the attorney is if they hide behind trade names?
Please keep the professionalism in law. Putting the attorney's name out there is one thing that allows
us to determine who is an attorney. No longer will it matter if you have a good name. "Your as good
as your name." Well not really anymore. Something goes bad, just change your trade name and
move on to the next trade name. The best thing about a person's name is they cannot change it.
They cannot hide. They are as good as their reputation. Allow trade names, and that is gone.
Additionally, there are already people in Texas who practice law without a license. How will we know
if an attorney is attached to a company name or if it is a notary or paralegal practicing under a trade
name. This is just a bad idea. Who ever came up with this idea already has their trade name picked
out and will do this to the detriment of the entire bar. Do not do this. We will regret it the next time
we pass by Divorcehut next to WillsRus. Thank you, Laura F. Browning
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Proposed Changes to Advertising Rules
Wednesday, January 16, 2019 4:21:22 PM

Contact
First Name

Matthew

Last Name

Harris

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

24072812

Feedback
Subject

Proposed Changes to Advertising Rules

Comments
I support the proposed changes, with the exception of operating under a trade name. For the dignity
of the Bar, I do not believe it is in our best interest to permit law firms to advertise themselves as
"Mean Tiger Law, PLLC" or "DUI Defenders, P.C." It's just demeaning to our noble profession. I
support the remaining provisions.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Proposed Amendments to Lawyer Advertising Rules
Monday, January 14, 2019 1:11:19 PM

Contact
First Name

Matthew

Last Name

Trevena

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

20210900

Feedback
Subject

Proposed Amendments to Lawyer Advertising Rules

Comments
Ladies and Gentleman: I do not think you should affirmatively state that a lawyer may practice under
a trade name. By reversing the presumption "that a lawyer shall not practice under a trade name,"
and leaving the current description of naming partners, etc., you have opened up the description of
legal services far beyond the description of legitimate practice areas to sloganeering. This will create
false expectations and mislead the public about what services lawyers actually provide. In addition, it
will diminish the profession to an economic commodity, which it is not.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Proposed Changes to Disciplinary Rules
Tuesday, January 15, 2019 9:12:22 AM

Contact
First Name

Steve

Last Name

Waldman

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

20679550

Feedback
Subject

Proposed Changes to Disciplinary Rules

Comments
My comments relate to the proposed change to the rule relating to trade names. The proposed new
rule states, "A lawyer may practice law under a non-misleading trade name, including a trade name
that includes the name of one or more deceased or retired members of the firm, or of a predecessor
firm if there has been a succession in the firm’s identity. A trade name may not imply a connection
with a public or charitable legal services organization or a governmental entity, or utilize the name of
a non-lawyer or a lawyer not associated with the firm. The name of a lawyer holding a public office
shall not be used in the name of a law firm, or in communications on its behalf, during any
substantial period in which the lawyer is not actively and regularly practicing with the firm. A law firm
with offices in more than one jurisdiction may use the same name or other professional designation
in each jurisdiction, but identification of the lawyers in an office of the firm shall indicate the
jurisdictional limitations on those not licensed to practice in the jurisdiction where the office is
located." This proposed rule could be written with more clarity. As written, it does not specify that
the trade name must include "the name of one or more deceased or retired members of the firm, or
of a predecessor firm," because it uses the word "...including..." The rule would have been more
clearly stated, "A lawyer may practice law under a non-misleading trade name. The trade name may
include the name of one or more deceased or retired members of the firm, or of a predecessor firm if
there has been a succession in the firm’s identity. A trade name may not imply a connection with a
public or charitable legal services organization or a governmental entity, or utilize the name of a nonlawyer or a lawyer not associated with the firm. The name of a lawyer holding a public office shall
not be used in the name of a law firm, or in communications on its behalf, during any substantial
period in which the lawyer is not actively and regularly practicing with the firm. A law firm with
offices in more than one jurisdiction may use the same name or other professional designation in
each jurisdiction, but identification of the lawyers in an office of the firm shall indicate the
jurisdictional limitations on those not licensed to practice in the jurisdiction where the office is
located." The specific issue that may be questioned, and therefore should be clarified in rulemaking,
is whether a trade name must include "the name of one or more deceased or retired members of the
firm, or of a predecessor firm if there has been a succession in the firm’s identity." I submit that the
rule as drafted does not have such requirement (i.e., trade names with no person's name are
allowed under the modified rule as written), nor should the "trade name rule" as amended by the
State Bar impose a "modified name" requirement, that would allow trade names that include the
names of individuals whose inclusion are not required by the current rule. The modified rule, as
drafted, should be interpreted to permit trade names that have no person's name (e.g. "Wayside
Drive Law Firm" or "River Oaks Plaza Law Firm"). There are sufficient safeguards in place to protect
the public from deceptive advertising by law firms, including the requirement that any advertising
state the name of a lawyer who is responsible for the content of an advertisement (which is carried
forward into the revised rule), and that the content of the advertising not be deceptive. Further, if
the modification requires inclusion of a name, but permits inclusion of "the name of one or more
deceased or retired members of the firm, or of a predecessor firm," the change only benefits a tiny
number of law firms whose names are derived from lawyers who were never licensed to practice law
in Texas (or the United States, depending on your interpretation of the current rule). In other words,
it would benefit only those law firms from other states or countries who have opened Texas offices
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and wish to maintain their corporate name, even though they are named for founders or deceased
partners who never practiced law in Texas (or the United States). Just as banks, physicians, and
many other professionals (to my knowledge, every professional endeavor other than attorneys and
accountants) are permitted to practice under trade names, without any injury to the public, attorneys
should be able to market their services to the public, using good commercial practices, without injury
to the public. Finally, the prolific use of domain names has essentially short-circuited this issue, as
many businesses have become known by their web address. I need not cite examples of companies,
including law firms, who have promoted their goods and services by their "dot com" name, when the
actual name of the business is something entirely different (and often never disclosed). Permitting
lawyers to utilize trade names will simply bring this practice into the sunlight, and permit the State
Bar to recognize and regulate the use of such names. Respectfully, Steve Waldman
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Current Rule 7.03(b)
Tuesday, January 15, 2019 2:57:20 PM

Contact
First Name

Patrick

Last Name

Leyendecker

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

00784472

Feedback
Subject

Current Rule 7.03(b)

Comments
I think this rule needs to be clarified so that its scope is consistent with the concept of barratry that
is laid out in Rule 7.03(a). If a lawyer can do it, the lawyer should not be prohibited from paying a
non-lawyer to do it.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Ad Rules Changes
Tuesday, January 22, 2019 2:45:34 PM

Contact
First Name

Bruce

Last Name

Vincent

Email
Member

No

Feedback
Subject

Ad Rules Changes

Comments
I saw that rule 7.07 is being considered for deletion based on the proposed changes noted in the Bar
Journal. Will that mean that lawyers/firms no longer have to submit their ads/websites for
preapproval or concurrent approval?
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Submissions to Advertising Committee
Monday, January 14, 2019 10:52:09 AM

Contact
First Name

Trevor

Last Name

Hall

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

24036706

Feedback
Subject

Submissions to Advertising Committee

Comments
Texas lawyers, as professionals and as officers of the Court, should not be required to submit
advertising for approval by the State Bar of Texas. The State Bar should presume that attorneys
comply with the rules and have the ability to read and implement the rules regarding permitted
advertising. Both the current and proposed rules effectively assume that without the oversight of the
State Bar, Texas attorneys cannot and/or will not comply with advertising rules. This rule wastes
unnecessary time and resources. The rule perpetuates the unjustified notion that, absent oversight
by the Big Brother Bar, Texas attorneys will run amok of ethics and the disciplinary rules.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Proposed advertising rules
Monday, February 04, 2019 7:35:03 PM

Contact
First Name

Daniel

Last Name

Price

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

24037299

Feedback
Subject

Proposed advertising rules

Comments
I am writing in my personal capacity as an attorney licensed to practice in Texas concerning the
proposed advertising rule. Specifically, please consider expanding proposed rule 7.05(a)(1) regarding
communication exempt from review. Many attorneys essentially recreate their resumes on
professional social media sites such as LinkedIn. Such professional resume summaries should be
exempt from advertising rules. In the early days of LinkedIn, I actually called the State Bar
concerning whether my LinkedIn profile that summarizes my resume (including education and
speaking engagements) is subject to review. State Bar staff assured me that review was not
necessary. Please make an exception explicit in the Rules noting that resume-type information on
LinkedIn is not subject to advertising rules. Here’s my draft to consider as an additional exception
under Rule 7.05(a)(1): - LinkedIn profiles or similar summaries of an attorney’s basic professional
information, including typical information on an attorney’s resume, such as education, prior
employment, published court opinions where the attorney was counsel of record, listing of
professional speaking engagements at continuing legal education programs, and the like.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Rule 7.05(a)(5) - Newsletter exemption for non-clients that consent
Monday, January 14, 2019 11:01:56 AM

Contact
First Name

James

Last Name

Miller

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

24074718

Feedback
Subject

Rule 7.05(a)(5) - Newsletter exemption for non-clients that consent

Comments
Thank you for attempting to streamline these rules. I do have a concern with proposed rule 7.05(a)
(5) regarding newsletters. I think there needs to be some similar language like this added: "(iv)
those intended recipients who have consented to receive such communications." I'm concerned that
lawyers and firms may use email "lists" that are not necessarily composed of solely former and
existing clients, but also prospective clients as well. Many times the prospective clients "sign up" to
receive a firm's newsletter even if there is no attorney-client relationship formed. I think it is
overreaching (and possibly unconstitutional) for a lawyer to have to register each communication
with the advertising committee to send a newsletter to a non-client that has purposefully consented
or "signed up" to receive such newsletters from a lawyer or firm. The ethical risks are much lower in
that the prospective client gave consent to receive such communications. Thank you again for your
attempts to streamline these rules.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Proposed Rule 7.05(a)(1) Communications Exempt from Filing Requirements
Tuesday, January 15, 2019 2:44:01 PM

Contact
First Name

Karl

Last Name

Weston

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

00794983

Feedback
Subject

Proposed Rule 7.05(a)(1) Communications Exempt from Filing Requirements

Comments
I am strongly in favor of the proposed rule 7.05(a)(1) that allows for publishing factual information
about an Attorney's practice and contact information. This is helpful to reduce administrative burdens
to Attorneys who are publishing basic information to the public. Thank you for all the hard work in
proposing the changes. "(a) The filing requirements of these rules do not extend to any of the
following materials, provided those materials comply with Rule 7.01: (1) an advertisement in public
media that contains only part or all of the following information, (i) the name of the lawyer or firm
and lawyers associated with the firm, with office addresses, electronic addresses, telephone
numbers, office and telephone service hours, telecopier numbers, and a designation of the
profession such as “attorney,” “lawyer,” “law office,” or “firm”; (ii) the particular areas of law in
which the lawyer or firm practices or concentrates or to which it limits its practice; (iii) the date of
admission of the lawyer or lawyers to the State Bar of Texas, to particular federal courts, and to the
bars of other jurisdictions; (iv) the educational background of the lawyer or lawyers; (v) technical
and professional licenses granted by this state and other recognized licensing authorities; (vi) foreign
language abilities; (vii) particular areas of law in which one or more lawyers are certified by the
Texas Board of Legal Specialization; (viii) identification of prepaid or group legal service plans in
which the lawyer participates; (ix) the acceptance or nonacceptance of credit cards; (x) any fee for
initial consultation and fee schedule; (xi) in the case of a website, links to other websites; (xii)
sponsorship by the lawyer or firm of a charitable, civic, or community program or event, or
sponsorship of a public service announcement; (xiii) any disclosure or statement required by these
rules; and (xiv) any other information specified from time to time in orders promulgated by the
Supreme Court of Texas; (2) an advertisement in public media"
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cdrr
CDRR Comment: Proposed Advertising Rules Changes
Monday, January 14, 2019 11:32:49 AM

Contact
First Name

Richard

Last Name

Merrill

Email
Member

Yes

Barcard

13963500

Feedback
Subject

Proposed Advertising Rules Changes

Comments
I don't publish a newsletter but have presented papers at various seminars at which I have spoken
and currently provide links on my firm's website to access those papers, but the links are not to
another website. You include an exception for newsletters created by attorneys but not for scholarly
papers which have been presented at seminars. I would encourage the Bar to also exempt scholarly
papers included on a website.
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Committee on Disciplinary Rules and Referenda
Transcript of January 9, 2019, Public Hearing on Proposed Advertising Rules
The following is a transcript of the public hearing held by the Committee on Disciplinary Rules and
Referenda on January 9, 2019, at the Texas Law Center.

Lewis Kinard:

00:11

Okay, good morning, everyone. I wanna thank you for, um,
coming to this public hearing on behalf of the Committee in
Disciplinary Rules and Referendum. I'm Lewis Kinard. And
before we start, I do wanna welcome a couple new people. Uh,
today's first day, first meeting for our new member, uh, Karen
Nicholson. Karen's a, a educator of Austin, a resident here, and
has a brought and deep volunteerism background, I think will be
a very important voice for us, uh, for the the public on our
committee. Um, also today's the first meeting of our new staff
attorney Brad Johnson. He joins us from the Office of
Disciplinary Counsel, and prior to that the Texas Ethics
Commission. Uh, his challenge of course is to pick up and carry
forward the excellent work that Michelle has done for us to get
this committee going. Uh, and I know we'll miss her
contributions, her deep historical memory, uh, and strong
guidance. So welcome both, uh, to Karen and Brad. Uh, we're
gonna start with the roll call and then, uh, open the comments
portion of the hearing. So if you wanna ...

Cory Squires:

01:15

Uh, Mr. Belton?

Timothy Belton:

01:18

Present.

Cory Squires:

01:18

Miss Bresnen?

Amy Bresnen:

01:20

Here.

Cory Squires:

01:21

Mr. Ducloux?

Claude Ducloux:

01:22

Here.

Cory Squires:

01:24

Judge Garcia?

Dennise Garcia:

01:25

Here.

Cory Squires:

01:26

Mr. Hagen?

Rick Hagen:

01:27

Here.
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Cory Squires:

01:28

Mr. Johnson?

Vincent Johnson:

01:29

Here.

Cory Squires:

01:30

Mr. Jordan?

Carl Jordan:

01:31

Present.

Cory Squires:

01:32

Mr. Kinard?

Lewis Kinard:

01:33

Here.

Cory Squires:

01:34

Miss Nicholson?

Karen Nicholson:

01:35

Here.

Cory Squires:

01:36

You have the floor.

Lewis Kinard:

01:37

Great. This is a public hearing hosted by the Committee of
Disciplinary Rules and Referenda. We call it the CDRR because
that's just too long to say all the time. So um, this, uh, as you
may know, was created by the government code section
81.0872, and is responsible for overseeing the initial process for
proposing disciplinary rules and disciplinary rules procedure.
Uh, under the government code, the committee published the
proposed rules 7.01 through 7.07 in the Texas Bar Journal and
the Texas Register. The advertising rule of changes, if you
wanna refer it that way. Uh, the committee will accept
comments concerning those rules through March 1st, 2019.
Comments can be submitted at TexasBar.com/CDRR, as well as
here in today's hearing.

Lewis Kinard:

02:28

So if you wanna comment, uh, orally on these changes, please
make sure you fill out a blue card, probably at the back table
there, uh, and give them to Cory Squires. Each speaker will be
given three minutes. Uh, we may extend that by asking you
questions or, or continuing the dialogue.

Lewis Kinard:

02:43

Uh, please be advised that the audio of today's hearing is being
broadcast by conference call, as well as recorded for later
posting on the CDRR webpage. A transcript with comments may
be submitted with any recommendations by the CDRR to the
State Bar of Texas Board of Directors, and we may share it with
the Texas Supreme Court.

Lewis Kinard:

03:04

So we'll call each person in order which you signed up. Uh,
when you're called, please go to this table right in front of you
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with the microphone. State your name, and watch the time
prompts over to your left. Uh, with that, we'll open the meeting
to comments. Who's first?
Brad Johnson:

03:18

Okay, first up is William Frank Carroll. And I'm gonna hand out a
letter, um, that he and Mr., um, Figueroa provided for the
committee today.

Lewis Kinard:

03:27

Okay. Thanks, we appreciate written material.

Carl Jordan:

03:46

Thank you.

Lewis Kinard:

03:56

Okay, Mr. Carroll.

William Carroll:

03:57

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Uh, I'm here, uh, today as Chairman
of the Texas Board of Legal Specialization, uh, as well as a board
certified, uh, civil trial and appellate lawyer, uh, to speak with
respect to the proposed deletion of Rule 7.04(b)(2), um, from
the, uh, advertising rules. Uh, as the committee knows, that rule
deals with advertising yourself as a board certified lawyer. The
proposed change to that rule is to completely delete that
requirement which prohibits a Texas lawyer from saying he's
certified unless he is certified by the Texas Board of Legal
Specialization or certified by an organization that has been
vetted and approved by the Texas Board of Legal Specialization.

William Carroll:

04:43

New Rule 7.02 does not have any of those requirements. All it
says is that a lawyer may say he is board certified, if he is, by the
Texas Board of Legal Specialization. There is no prohibition from
such a lawyer saying, "I am board certified," by any other kind
of an organization.

William Carroll:

05:05

And the problem with that is this, ladies and gentlemen. Um, I
can start up the Frank Carroll National Academy for certification
of special trial lawyers and there is no test as to what my
standards are, unless it is being reviewed by the Texas Board of
Legal Specialization. Uh, so my requirements might only be that
a lawyer, to be certified by my organization, be able to fog a
mirror and pay my fee.

William Carroll:

05:37

Uh, and that I think is a problem twofold. It creates a misleading
impression for the public, because the public will assume with
that title that I have just postulated for you, that this person has
special competence and has done special training, that has
passed special tests, uh, and that is a specialist in the field and
has been certified, when the fact may be that this is a first-year
lawyer who has never tried a lawsuit in their life and who has no
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CLE requirements as TBLS does. It has no periodic evaluations. It
has no requirements, uh, reputation investigation, and no
requirements of testing. And without the prohibition in the
advertising rules, a lawyer can say, "I'm board certified," uh, in
whatever they want to.
William Carroll:

06:32

Uh, and the, uh, problem that we have is that the Texas Board
of Legal Specialization has no enforcement powers. So unless
the advertising rules prohibit this kind of conduct, we have no
ability to prevent people from saying they're board certified and
misleading the public, and also, in my view, denigrating the
specialists who have gone through, taken the tests, and, uh,
been board certified by the Texas Board. Thank you.

Lewis Kinard:

07:04

Thank you so much. Any questions for Mr. Carroll? I just have
one. So would your solution, your proposed solution, be just to
re-, switch to the required, um, the, or, or ba-, go back to the
language that basically says that you can't unless?

William Carroll:

07:23

Yes, Mr. Chairman. I think that there's ... I've seen nothing in the
materials that indicate that there is a, a need for changing this
rule, that it has created problems in the past, or that there is
any justification for changing it. So I would say, just as
somebody who, who applied his trade not too far from where
we are, uh, used to say, if it ain't broke, don't fix it.

Lewis Kinard:

07:46

All right, good. Thank you very much.

Claude Ducloux:

07:49

May, may I also ask? Because I thought what we were trying to
do, of course we're trying to appeal to a lot of different things,
and I, uh, again, I, I share your concern. We were trying to make
that a general, uh, thing that the advertising review could l-,
could look at, but I think you correctly brought to our attention
that this really needs to be spelled out.

Claude Ducloux:

08:09

What we're trying to do when we're making these new rules is
not to refer to specific agencies or specific statutes, but I think
in this case that's so important, especially when you have the
scourge of the super lawyer. Um, you know, when I spoke in
California, they say more California lawyers would rather pay to
be a super lawyer than take their board certification exam. It's a
lot easier. So that is a very, very important thing I think we
ought, we need to be looking at, um, putting back.

Brad Johnson:

08:34

Leo Figueroa is next.

Leo Figueroa:

08:40

Good morning.
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Lewis Kinard:

08:46

Good morning.

Leo Figueroa:

08:47

I'm Leo Figueroa, Executive Director of the Texas Board of Legal
Specialization, and I thank you for this opportunity to visit with
you concerning the proposed revisions to the disciplinary rules,
and specifically the advertising rules. We've submitted a letter
to you detailing our objections to the elimination of Rule
7.04(b)(2) in the proposed revisions, so I won't go over that in
verbatim. Moreover, I will keep my remarks brief, although I
don't know whether it'll be as brief as three minutes, so I may
get cut off here.

Multiple People:

09:17

(laughs)

Leo Figueroa:

09:19

45 years ago the visionaries of the State Bar of Texas and the
Texas Supreme Court created TBLS by enacting the Texas Plan
for Recognition and Regulation of Specialization in Law.
Pursuant to that mandate, our first three specialty areas were
created in 1975, family law, criminal law, and labor and
employment law. I'm happy to say that as of today we have 24
specialty areas. Our specialization program continues to be the
largest and most successful specialization program in the
country.

Leo Figueroa:

09:56

TBLS's mandate and mission is reflected in Rule 7.04(b)(2),
which prohibits lawyers from advertising that he or she has
been certified or designated by an organization as having
special competence in a particular area of law unless that
lawyer is either certified by TBLS or certified by a private
certifying organization accredited by TBLS.

Leo Figueroa:

10:23

Rule 7.04(b)(2) is absolutely essential to TBLS's mission of
ensuring that the public is provided objective and reliable
information, concerning whether a lawyer indeed has special
competence in a particular area of the law. As explained in
TBLS's letter to you, elimination of Rule 7.04(b)(2) significantly
impairs TBLS's ability to carry out its mission as mandated by
the Supreme Court of Texas. It places the public at a greater risk
and it devalues the hard-fought certificates of special
competence achieved by thousands of Texas lawyers who
proudly say, "I'm board certified." TBLS urges the committee to
retain Rule 7.04(b)(2).

Leo Figueroa:

11:18

Uh, let me just finally say that the ABA model Rule 7.2 has
retained the prohibition of lawyers saying they're board
certified unless they're certified by a appropriate state authority
or by an organization accredited by the ABA. Not that we should
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be governed by the ABA model rules, but they recognize that
they initially were going to eliminate that from their model
rules. And ultimately as a result of feedback from the standing
committee on specialization for the ABA, of which I am a
member, uh, they withdrew that and, and retained the rule.
Lewis Kinard:

12:03

Thank you. I, I just ... That was part of my first question was
gonna be, um, how are other states handling this? Uh, is this,
uh, your approach or the old, this traditional Texas approach
consistent with most states or, um, do you know?

Leo Figueroa:

12:16

I, I think it is. I mean, I, I ... In looking at the materials submitted
for public comment, I think there were references to New York,
Virginia, and Florida. New York I don't believe has a
specialization program, nor does Virginia I don't believe. Florida
does. So I can't specifically address that, but I know North
Carolina, Louisiana, New Jersey, California all have similar, uh,
provisions in their law.

Leo Figueroa:

12:43

Our only method for ... We have no enforcement powers, and
so it, it's absolutely essential that the, the Rule 7.04(b)(2) in the
disciplinary rules be retained, because without that, uh, a- as, as
Frank Carroll said earlier, any private certifying organization
could come in and say, "We're gonna certify lawyers," traffic
ticket law, parking lot law, whatever the case may be, uh, and
there's nothing for us to do about it. And it would be false and
misleading. They can do that, and that puts the public at risk,
uh, and denigrates the profession.

Lewis Kinard:

13:20

Thank you. Any other questions for Mr. Figueroa?

Rick Hagen:

13:22

I-

Lewis Kinard:

13:22

Yes, Rick?

Rick Hagen:

13:23

I do. Has your objection to 7.04(b)(2) been expressed to any
other committee of the State Bar that's reviewing the rules?

Leo Figueroa:

13:34

Not that I'm aware of. And, and, and that's included in my
letter. We weren't, uh ... They didn't discuss this with us. The
first that we learned that this was even under consideration
when it was published in the Texas Bar Journal.

Rick Hagen:

13:49

Here recently?

Leo Figueroa:

13:50

Yes. I mean, nobody called me or anybody on the board and
said, "Hey, what do you think? We're gonna eliminate this
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particular provision in the disciplinary rules relating to board
certification." If they would've done so, we would've said the
same thing we're saying here today, "Don't do it." Uh, but no.
This is, this is our first opportunity, uh, you know, to present this
to the committee. If the Advertising Review Committee had
come to us, we would've expressed our, uh, uh, sentiments, uh,
you know, at that time.
Rick Hagen:

14:23

Is your preference to maintain the language of 7.04(b)(2) as it
currently exists or do you have any, uh, amendments or changes
you'd like to see?

Leo Figueroa:

14:40

I, I think we're certainly open to the possibility of discussing
whether or not that can be revised in some respect. I mean, if
it's too wordy or something of that nature, we would certainly
be open to discussions on that. Uh, but I don't have a particular
proposal to say, "Here is what we would place in lieu of or, or to
revise 7.04(b)(2)." A- as you know from the ABA model Rule 7.2,
it's more truncated. Uh, part of ours is, is a, is a bit, is a bit more
lengthy than that. Uh, parts of it could be probably, uh, you
know, truncated, uh, to make it more cogent and, and, and not
as wordy. Uh, but we would need to sit down and discuss that,
and we're certainly open to that possibility.

Dennise Garcia:

15:34

I have a, a question. It, it appears that the amendment changes
the, the old rule to say that the, the permissive language, you
can say you're board certified, takes out the prohibition saying
you can't say you're certified by any other organization, and
adds the sentence that you practice in a certain area. The old
law d- ... The old rule doesn't include that statement, that
someone who practices exclusively family law for example, or
criminal law, and they aren't certified. What's your position on
that permissive language in the new rule?

Leo Figueroa:

16:11

It, it create ... It, it, it's, it's in, in, in conflict with the Texas Plan,
which is the order by the Supreme Court. The Te-, the, the Texas
Plan specifically says what, if you're gonna say you're board
certified by TBLS, it has to say board certified and list the
specific area by the Texas Board of Legal Specialization. So that
would be one of the things that would have to be reconciled,
uh, you know if Rule 7.04(b)(2) was to be modified in any
respect.

Dennise Garcia:

16:48

And so your position is you're opposed to that language that
permits exclusively practicing this area of law without
certification?
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Leo Figueroa:

16:59

Yes. Yes. Now of course somebody can say, "This is my ... I
practice in this area." And there's some First Amendment issues
there, that we can't tell somebody you can't say, "I practice in
personal injury law." We can't prohibit them. They can't say
they're a board certified specialist or saying that they're a
member of an organization, the name of which necessarily
implies that they have special competence in a particular area.

Dennise Garcia:

17:34

So would you have a problem with adding that sentence at the
end of the, the amendment that says, um, uh, let me see if I can
find it, "A lawyer may communicate the fact that the lawyer
does or does not practice in a particular field of law."

Leo Figueroa:

17:48

I would like to take a look at that. I wasn't prepared for that
particular question. But, uh, let me look at that and I'll get back
with you on that.

Dennise Garcia:

17:58

Okay.

Rick Hagen:

17:58

I have one followup.

Lewis Kinard:

18:02

Yes?

Rick Hagen:

18:02

Is your primary concern, uh, that some group is gonna say, "We
are now the, uh, Southeast Texas, uh, certified by the Southeast
Texas Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers in criminal law,"
some, or the American Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers,
it keeps coming up with certifications that y'all have not, that
that Texas Board of Legal Specialization has not approved?

Leo Figueroa:

18:43

That's correct, because right now we s-, we accredit six positive
certifying organizations. In order for them to be accredited by
TBLS, they have to provide us information regarding their
standards, their application, what they require of the lawyers
seeking the certification, their examinations, so that we can
determine, and ultimately the TBLS board decides, whether or
not that positive certifying organization meets or exceeds TBLS's
standards. And of course we do that of course to protect the
public, prevent, to prevent instances in which a positive
certifying organization either has no standards or minimal
standards, uh, that would in essence endanger our, uh, the
public's ability to rely on objective criteria for, uh, selecting a
lawyer.

Dennise Garcia:

19:40

Can you give us an example of the organizations that you've
approved?
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Leo Figueroa:

19:46

Sure. The National Elder Law Foundation, the National Board of
Trial Advocacy, the American Board of Certification. Uh, those
are various organizations, uh, that, that we've accredited so far.
Uh, I've got one that's pending now, that uh, they haven't
submitted their application yet. Uh, I think it's privacy law,
which is not a certification area that we offer certification in.
Uh, so, you know, once we get that application in and look at all
of the materials and information that they provide regarding
what their certification program consists of, uh, then the board
will make a determination of whether or not, uh, they should be
accredited or not.

Dennise Garcia:

20:30

For example, is the American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers
included?

Leo Figueroa:

20:34

No.

Dennise Garcia:

20:34

They're not?

Leo Figueroa:

20:35

No.

Dennise Garcia:

20:35

So lawyers who spe-, who put in advertisements to say
American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers [inaudible 00:20:42]
they can't do that?

Leo Figueroa:

20:44

No. Well, they can, but I think, if I'm not mistaken, and I may be
talking a bit out of turn here, in the sense that my
understanding is, uh, that, that those organizations require
certification in the particular state before they can become
members. Uh, I know with the, with the Texas Family Lawyers,
uh, family law-

Dennise Garcia:

21:09

TAFLS.

Lewis Kinard:

21:09

TAFLS and all that.

Leo Figueroa:

21:10

TAFLS. They require that you be board certified by TBLS in order
to become a member. So those, that's not, that's not an issue.

Timothy Belton:

21:19

I have a followup question.

Lewis Kinard:

21:20

Yes?

Timothy Belton:

21:20

It sounds like the concern is having a lawyer saying board
certified in family law or whatever specialty-

Leo Figueroa:

21:27

Yes.
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Timothy Belton:

21:28

... and then not referencing any entity with that entity in fact
being [inaudible 00:21:33] giving the inference that they've
been board certified by TBLS.

Leo Figueroa:

21:37

That's correct, that, that, that saying that they're board
certified, that they have-

Timothy Belton:

21:40

Board certified, end stop, not naming the-

Claude Ducloux:

21:46

The words specialist and certified are, are, you know, words of
art in this area. So any time you say you're certified or you're a
specialist, that means, oh, somebody has certified you.

Timothy Belton:

21:56

Right.

Lewis Kinard:

21:57

That's correct. Great, anymore questions for Mr. Figueroa?
Good, I thank you very much for your help. Who do we have
next?

Brad Johnson:

22:07

Next we have Carlos Leon.

Carlos Leon:

22:11

Um, sir, on the blue signup card that I turned in to that
gentlemen, I explicitly stated I wanted to speak on a different
rule during the public hea-, during the quarterly meeting, not
the public hearing. So you still want me to come up and speak
right now or wait until the quarterly meeting?

Claude Ducloux:

22:28

I'd say let him go.

Lewis Kinard:

22:29

Yeah. We can just let him do it. You're, you're free to go ahead.

Carlos Leon:

22:33

Okay. So I'm Carlos Leon. [Spanish 00:22:46] Austin, Texas,
January 9, 2019 to speak what's right. [Spanish 00:22:51]. First
and foremost, [Spanish 00:22:55] for letting me expose the
inadequacy of Texas Rule of Disciplinary Procedure 2.10, which
you should include in your Annual Report to the Supreme Court
of Texas and the State Bar of Directors, required under Texas
Government Code 81.0873 Part 2.

Carlos Leon:

23:16

The rule says the chief disciplinary counsel shall examine each
grievance received to determine if it's an inquiry, complaint, or
discretionary referral. CDC staff told me there are no written
classification guidelines, depending on their attorney's
judgment at this key first step of the disciplinary process.
Therefore, I allege CDC's classification judgment is fraudulent,
based on my grievance 21703538 against Chase Reed Gamillion
and grievance 201806207 against Elizabeth Carrie Grace,
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because they were both wrongly dismissed as inquiries, though
their testimony, evidence, and analysis clearly show serious
professional and criminal misconduct meriting complaint
classification.
Carlos Leon:

24:18

Therefore, Rule 2.10 should be amended ASAP, so independent
non-lawyer outsiders like me classify grievances, so grievances
like mine move forward as complaints, not be torpedoed by
CDC lawyers wrongly protecting fellow lawyers from righteous
punishment with bogus inquiry classifications, so guilty
respondents avoid being disciplined for their egregious
professional misconduct, to continue unlawfully practicing law,
poisoning your State Bar and profession.

Carlos Leon:

24:55

Expect me to publicly speak internally to the State Bar Executive
Committee and Board of Directors, and externally to the House,
Judiciary, and Civil Jurisprudence Committee, and Senate State
Affairs Committee, about this in-house injustice that must be
remedied at the root, because we know that the law is good if a
man use it lawfully. 1st Timothy, Chapter 1, Verse 8. In Jesus
name I pray. Amen. Thank you, Lord. God bless Texas, the
United States of America, constitutional law and truth, and
above all [Spanish 00:25:40], God's word. Thank you.

Lewis Kinard:

25:44

Thank you. All right, who's next?

Brad Johnson:

25:47

Next we have Robert Kleinman.

Claude Ducloux:

25:48

See if you can top that.

Robert Kleinman:

25:57

Hi. Hello. I'd like to thank the Bar for making this forum
available. And, uh, I applaud the State Bar for taking a hard look
at this issue. My name is Robert Kleinman. I ran the Kleinman
law firm here in Austin for about seven years. Last year the firm
expanded. We added attorneys, opened a Silicon Valley office,
and we saw this change as an opportunity to modernize and
become more relevant to our clients. And in April 2018
Common Sense Counsel LLP was born. So you could say I have a
concrete is-, interest in this tradename issue, um, for law firms.

Robert Kleinman:

26:40

Uh, as a lawyer I've learned it's essential to thi-, see things as
they are and deal with them realistically. Uh, uh, 42 years ago,
well, a- actually, that 45 states, uh, have since adopted the rule
that allows for tradenames. Texas is one of the few remaining
states that doesn't pursuant to the current rules. And the, most
of the states have adopted these rules be-, directly as a result of
the 1977 U.S. Supreme Court case of Bates versus State Bar of
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Arizona, where the U.S. Supreme Court held that the First
Amendment protects commercial speech by attorney. Bates is
still good law. It has not been overturned.
Robert Kleinman:

27:27

Now in this country and in this state, and without exception,
when the U.S. Supreme Court makes new law, we apply it.
Whether we personally agree with it makes zero difference. Yet
in this one area, and this is the only area I can think of, we treat
the law of the highest court more like a suggestion. And that
strikes me as contrary to the kind of example that attorneys
should set. So aside from the legal argument, which I, I don't
even, I think is, trumps all the others, um, I think there's a few
other reasons that the name change should be adopted. Uh, I
think it puts Texas attorneys at a competitive disadvantage right
now. If they're not, uh, Texas firms can already use tradenames
in their domain names. I've heard it on the radio, so it's
effective anyway. Uh, does the State Bar really wanna risk its
prestige with an 1893 lawsuit, uh, or I'm sorry, a 1983 lawsuit to
enforce it.

Robert Kleinman:

28:26

Um, and finally, I recognize there is a workaround available for
this prohibition on tradenames, but I, I suspect that were I to
utilize it, it would set a troubling precedent and likely inspire
copycats and do more harm than good. A- and besides, were we
to go through with this and utilize this workaround, my mother
would never forgive me if I changed my legal name from Robert
Bruce Kleinman to Common Sense Counsel, so-

Multiple People:

28:49

(laughs)

Robert Kleinman:

28:51

Thank you.

Lewis Kinard:

28:51

Thank you. Any questions for Mr. Kleinman. I have one actually.

Robert Kleinman:

28:56

Yes.

Lewis Kinard:

28:57

What limits should there be?

Robert Kleinman:

28:58

Well, the limits right now are non-misleading. And there's
actually in the proposed rules, they say that there cannot be
statements about, um ... They can't, they can't be factual. They
can't be, uh, talk about results and whatnot. Um, I think that in
the proposed rule that the guidelines are pretty clear, that they
define what is a non-misleading statement. And that's exactly
where the law is out of the, uh, Bates versus State Bar of
Arizona. There can be no misleading ... Tradenames must be
non-misleading.
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Lewis Kinard:

29:27

So you're speaking in support of the language that's been
proposed?

Robert Kleinman:

29:30

Yes.

Lewis Kinard:

29:31

Okay.

Robert Kleinman:

29:31

Very much so.

Lewis Kinard:

29:32

All right. Any other questions? All right, thank you.

Robert Kleinman:

29:35

Thank you.

Brad Johnson:

29:37

Next we have Alton Todd.

Alton Todd:

29:46

Um, good morning. Uh, my name's Alton Todd. I've been, uh,
licensed by the great state of Texas since, uh, September 20,
1971. Uh, I'm board certified in personal injury trial law since
1981 and in civil trial law since 1982. I'm a member of the Texas
Board of Legal Specialization and I share the same feeling that,
uh, Leo and Frank do, that there's no reason to change, uh, the
Rule 7.4(b)(2).

Alton Todd:

30:16

Uh, you know, words have meaning. Board certification has
meaning. And that's part of the reason, uh, I was around when
this was initially adopted, the Texas Plan. Uh, I didn't apply the
first time, because I thought the application was too long and
too hard to fill out. Uh, but I'm gad that I did, because we did
learn that through board certification, the people that we're
really trying to protect, it's not lawyers, it's the consuming
public, uh, that they have a means by which they can make a, an
intelligent decision on the lawyer they select. It's up to us and
the State Bar to make sure those lawyers who represent
themselves to be board certified, in fact they carry that ability,
and their representation to the public is one that's worthy of, of
benefiting the public.

Alton Todd:

31:07

The question I simply have is why is there any reason to change
it. I know the word model has meaning. And we talk about the
modeled rules of the ABA, but quite frankly, we are the model.
Texas is the model when it comes to Texa-, when it comes to
specialization. Quite frankly the ABA should be following us, not
the other way around. Uh, and I would strongly encourage you
to not change this rule. Who does it benefit? It, it, to me, only
benefits lawyers. That's not the purpose of the rule. Just like law
school, I hope you don't have any questions.
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Multiple People:

31:48

(laughs)

Lewis Kinard:

31:48

Thank you, Mr. Todd. Any stump, any stump Mr. Todd
questions?

Multiple People:

31:52

(laughs)

Lewis Kinard:

31:52

Thank you so much.

Alton Todd:

31:54

Thank you.

Brad Johnson:

31:57

Next we have Paul Cannon.

Paul Cannon:

32:05

Thank you guys for having me. My name is Paul Cannon. I'm an
attorney in Houston, Texas as well. I'm board certified in
personal injury trial law since 2005, got my license in 1995. Um,
and, uh, one of the more recent things, the reason I'm kind of
interested in this, is I have an article that I published in the
Texas Bar Journal last summer, uh, called Advertise With Care:
Should You Use A Search Engine Marketing Company? It's a
good article to read when you're looking at changing these
rules, because the main thing the rules need to reflect when
we're changing them is how it's gonna interact with internet
marketing and all these different types of change and new
technology we've got.

Paul Cannon:

32:39

One of my concerns in looking at the rules, uh, is specifically
7.01(e), its change where it says, "May l-, uh ... Lawyers may
only state or imply they practice in a partnership or other
organization only when that is the fact." But it doesn't really
define what organizations are acceptable and what are not
acceptable.

Paul Cannon:

32:58

One of the things I'm seeing on the internet right now is these
organizations that pop up and claim to be these national
organizations, and they market as national organizations. Uh,
there's one out there called Law Tigers I've seen a lot of ads for.
And they can put up billboards. They can put up, uh, these little
banner ads all over the internet that say, "Call us if you're in an
accident." It doesn't say a lawyer's name. It doesn't say where
they're located. It doesn't say where their main areas of practice
are. And then they sign up lawyers all over the country. In fact,
that one says on their website it's a, "National association of
independent law firms in various states that represent
motorcycle riders." What's the qualification for that?
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Paul Cannon:

33:35

Um, I couldn't go out personally and put up a billboard that says
I'm the trial lawyer and doesn't have my name on it, doesn't
have my principal place of business, doesn't have anything
about me, and then have those phone calls go to my office
without violating all kinds of existing rules. Um, this opens the
door to that type of organization doing that and getting away
with it, in my opinion. I think right now those organizations,
some of those orga-, type of organizations are in violation of the
rules, and it's left kind of the attorneys to try and sort it out. So
that's one of the issues that I have with it.

Paul Cannon:

34:06

Um, I have an issue with the contingency rule change in 7.02(c),
uh, that talks about throwing in, uh, you, you ha-, you can't
state whether you don't charge a fee, uh, or whether your fee is
contingent unless you also state whether people are gonna be
responsible for costs of litigation or other costs. Uh, is that
gonna include whether they could be responsible for their own
medical bills that they incurred down the road or not? Um,
there's no real clarification in that rule that tells me what I have
to tell them.

Paul Cannon:

34:36

And I'm trying to imag-, I'm trying to visualize this, this
commercial that's gonna run and say, uh, "If we don't win, we
don't charge you a fee, but if you lose, you might actually be
responsible for the appellate fees. If you decide to appeal, then
you might be responsible for medical bills and you might be
responsible for that." And by the time that ad gets done, it's
now competing on the internet with people from other states
who are running ads that don't have those regulations.

Paul Cannon:

34:59

Um, and there are organizations those people can join to
advertise in Texas on the internet and basically take business
away from us and take it out of the state, because they don't
have those kind of rules that we're imposing on ourselves to
make it where we can't be competitive with out-of-state
lawyers. And my concern is we're putting ourselves in a position
where we're gonna so over-regulate us that our people are now
gonna get sucked away to lawyers who really aren't even
competent to handle law and accidents in Texas. Uh, I had other
comments but I'll, (laughs) uh, I see I'm out of time, so I thank
you very much for the time.

Lewis Kinard:

35:34

Any questions?

Claude Ducloux:

35:35

I have a comment, um, with the, with, related to those other
expenses, you're right, that's a li-, a little vague. Could that be
handled by saying, uh, must state whether the client will be
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obligated to pay for other litigation-related expenses, so it's
clear that it's nothing doing with the, the bills and the other
things like that?
Paul Cannon:

35:52

I think if, if that's what the committee is shooting at, that would
be a good way to clarify that i- if ... But it's ... The main thing we
need is guidance on exactly what you want us to say so that we
don't violate any rules.

Claude Ducloux:

36:04

Let me also say, for all of us, we're impressed that you came all
the way from Houston to make your comments. So thank you
very, very, very much. This, this is the way the process works,
hearing from people. I can assure everybody here that, and I
know those of you have been here, this is a whole new process.
This last year this committee's worked really hard every single
month to try to, to meet these objectives, come up with our
procedures, and, and so hearing from you lets us know, "Oops,
kind of overlooked this, you overlooked this," and that's really
what we need. So this is really important to us. And I want to
thank people like you, come all the way from another city to
come and, and appear before us.

Paul Cannon:

36:42

Thank you. It's actually my job at a firm to make sure we comply
with all the internet rules and the ethical pitfalls that are
involved, which is kind of why I wrote that article and
everything. Thank you very much for your time.

Lewis Kinard:

36:51

So I just have a question. Um, have you seen state rules that you
felt like handled this a lot better? Uh, and where, where have
you seen the language that doesn't have the same objections
you're raising?

Paul Cannon:

37:02

Well, as far as the, the latter part with the, the fees side of it,
um, we didn't have that in our original set of rules. We're
changing now to something that's throwing that in. So we
ourselves are the example of a system that didn't have that kind
of stipulation. Uh, I'm not really familiar with other, uh, other
states, because I, I don't practice there and, and haven't studied
those.

Lewis Kinard:

37:22

Sure. And how would you get around the, the Freedom of
Association, uh, problem if, you know, pe-, lawyers can
obviously associate in quorum associations and, uh, say they're
factually in a group that's an association of whatever. Um, how
do, how do we avoid the First Amendment problems there?
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Paul Cannon:

37:42

Um, I think the problem that we're seeing is the collision
between marketing and our ad- advertised rules, because we
set these rules that say you can go out and join organizations,
but we don't lay down anything to define what you can and
can't join. And there needs to be more than an approval of
lawyer advertising. There needs to be an approval of companies
that are running the advertising.

Paul Cannon:

38:09

Um, one of the other ... I don't know if I'm answering your
question quite directly, but one of the other things that, that
really bothered me about this is there's organizations like
Martindale-Hubbell, who are coming out and they're sending
me emails every week saying, "Hey, we've got a great paper
lead program and you'll be the exclusive lawyer in the state of
Texas." And I sent them one back that says, "Hey, here's all the
rules that violates in the Texical, uh, Texas Ethical Rules."

Multiple People:

38:31

(laughs)

Paul Cannon:

38:31

And every time they wanna call and argue with me why they
actually comply with those rules. I'm like, "No, you don't."
There's an entire ... Uh, Opinion 572, uh, of the Ethics Opinions
addresses all that. You can't meet that opinion. (laughs) I've, I've
looked at it and, and compared it to every type of paper lead
program there is out there. I have yet to find one that meets
those rules.

Paul Cannon:

38:49

Um, so in the same respect, there needs to be a requirement
that if you're going to advertise through an organization or
you're going to advertise through a paper lead or anything
online or anything, independent organization, that that
organization needs to be submitting and going through an
approval process first, so that the lawyers know they're, they're
legitimate when they go and join that, because they come in
and they lie to you. They'll tell you, "Hey, yeah, we, we comply
with this. We've talked to the ethical board, you know. We've
talked to these people and, and we meet all these
requirements." And I'm sitting here going, "No, you don't."
(laughs)

Paul Cannon:

39:23

Um, but I get at least once a week an email from a company like
that, and it's big names. It's Martindale-Hubbell. It's Find Law.
It's organization- ... And, and I, I don't mean to call them out
specifically, but I mean, it's names like that that you would think
would be up on all the law and up on all the rules and know
what they're supposed to doing, and they're tricking lawyers
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into doing things that are unethical by telling them they're,
telling them they're not. Um ...
Lewis Kinard:

39:48

All right, good. Anymore questions? No? Thank you so much.

Paul Cannon:

39:51

Thank you.

Brad Johnson:

39:54

All right, next we have Randy Chapman.

Lewis Kinard:

39:58

Excuse me.

Randy Chapman:

40:05

Hello.

Lewis Kinard:

40:05

Morning.

Randy Chapman:

40:06

And good morning. My name's Randy Chapman. By way of
background, uh, my entire career has been working in legal aid,
33 years director of Texas Legal Services Center. I have a great
interest in professionalism, having, uh, served and chaired both
the Texas Bar College a- as well as the Grievance Oversight
Committee of the Supreme Court of Texas.

Randy Chapman:

40:31

I speak to you, uh, my own comments. And that ha-, and that
has to do with, uh, areas where we have seen popups of fake
legal aid organizations. Uh, and it comes ... There's language
here in 7.02(b), which, which is intended to solve or help with
that problem. Uh, but I believe, like belts and suspenders, it
should be strengthened. Uh, and that has to do with lawyers
who use fake name, fake names or ... Such as in, in my
profession, I've had to do cease and desist letters, I've had to
file complaints. It shouldn't be that way. It should be ver- ... The
language here should be very clearcut so when somebody refers
to a legal aid organization, uh, it should be some, an entity that
is federally funded or funded through the Supreme Court of
Texas, and not, and not just, uh, the Legal Aid Society of Tarrant
County or Legal Aid Society of Texas.

Randy Chapman:

41:47

Legal aid to the public has a distinct meaning. Legal clinic
similarly, operated by law schools throughout Texas, has a
distinct meaning, uh, that people will receive free legal services.
I would propose and I, if you like I will draft language, uh, that,
that would provi- provide that additional, uh, strength.

Randy Chapman:

42:15

The other point that I would like to make real quickly is publicity
and outreach. Legal aid progra-, legal aid programs are, uh, do
outreach especially in times of disaster, uh, disaster legal
assistance, or when a new grant is received, to help, uh, legal
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assistance for homeless veterans, for example. The advertise-,
the advertising rules right now refer to pecuniary gain. We got,
we got that. I drafted that language way back, decades ago. But
it should be repeated in the other provisions n-, in the other
provisions of 7.03(b), and, uh, so it's very clear that no attorney
is violating the rules who work for a legitimate legal aid
organization. That concludes my comments on time. On time.
Any questions?
Lewis Kinard:

43:10

Yes, Tim?

Timothy Belton:

43:11

Is the concern that the public would be duped into legal services
that would bear an expense to them when the advertising to
them references legal aid as a term of art?

Randy Chapman:

43:24

That is exactly the concern. The free legal aid ... Legal aid im-,
for most people implies free. We've had people contact our
legal hotline for older Texans, uh, who have been duped into
thinking they, and paid money out of pocket, uh, to a private
practitioner, believing they were contacting a legal, legal aid
organization.

Timothy Belton:

43:52

So if somebody were to be led to believe they were contacting a
legal aid organization, that is not one of the official ones that
you mentioned giving the, the, the delineation you gave, but
indeed received, uh, pro bono services through that, uh,
through that, uh, uh, lawyer, you would not have a problem
with that?

Randy Chapman:

44:14

It's not, not a ... There's not a problem, there's not a problem if
somebody is operating for ... For example, the State Bar waiwai- waived certain fees for legitimate legal aid organizations,
the, uh ... And, and ... But an attorney can always handle a case
pro bono, but they can't refer to themselves as a legal aid
organization, society, or clinic. And that's what causes
confusion. That's what generates complaints. And clients
shouldn't be tricked.

Timothy Belton:

44:49

Thank you for the clarification.

Randy Chapman:

44:51

Thank you.

Lewis Kinard:

44:52

Any other questions for Mr. Chapman? Thank you, Randy.

Randy Chapman:

44:57

Thank you.

Claude Ducloux:

44:57

Thanks, Randy.
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Randy Chapman:

44:58

Yes, sir?

Claude Ducloux:

44:59

No, I said thank you.

Randy Chapman:

45:00

(laughs) Okay, thank you.

Brad Johnson:

45:02

Next we have Jim Adler.

Jim Adler:

45:04

Morning.

Lewis Kinard:

45:17

Morning.

Jim Adler:

45:20

I've got a bunch of stuff here, but I'll just take three minutes.

Lewis Kinard:

45:23

Okay. We'll hold you to that.

Claude Ducloux:

45:27

Thank you. We have, we have your well-written letter, so-

Jim Adler:

45:28

Thank you. That kind of summarizes my position. Um, I'm Jim
Adler. I'm an attorney in Houston, uh, Dallas, San Antonio. Um,
I'm an advertising attorney. Um, I, I reference my letter where I,
my key points were, uh, we should keep the, uh, preapproval
requirement for advertisements because of the, uh, a lot of ads
can cost tens of thousands of dollars, and if you, if you just have
to submit it upon erring, then you may have to re-shoot it if the
review committee has problems with it, which doubles the cost.

Jim Adler:

46:11

My, um ... In a, a perfect world, I think what we oughta do is
follow the recommendation of this Association of Professional
Responsibility Lawyers. Uh, it's a 2015 report, um, on the
regulation of lawyer advertising committee, and based on the
survey results, anecdotal information from regulators, ethics
opinions, and case law, the committee concludes that the
practical and constitutional problems with state regulation of
lawyer advertising far exceed any perceived benefits associated
with protecting the public or maintaining the integrity of the
legal profession. And the practical solution is best achieved by
having a single rule that prohibits false and lea-, misleading
communications about a lawyer's services.

Jim Adler:

47:11

Um, some, some of the other things that we oughta be doing is,
um, preventing these huge hedge funds coming into Texas and
advertising for pharmaceutical mass case-, mass tort cases or
medical device cases. It's a huge problem.

Jim Adler:

47:33

Um, the other thing that worries me is, uh, other lawyers who,
um, buy my name on Google, and if someone Googles the name
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Jim Adler, the other law firm n-, firm's name comes up. Uh,
(laughs) the problem with that is that, uh, a bar committee has
already said that that's ethical because it doesn't lead to
confusion and it's not s-, not misleading. I totally disagree,
because we lose cases every day to lawyers who are doing that
and kind of climbing on our backs or pyramiding on what,
pyramiding on what we do.
Jim Adler:

48:18

Um, but my other point was in the letter about grandfathering
prior, prior ads, and that there oughta be some sort of appeal
process for it. So thank y'all for all you're doing to simplify the
rules and make them easier. And, uh, that's all I have.

Lewis Kinard:

48:37

Thank you, Mr. Adler. Any questions? Yes, Tim.

Timothy Belton:

48:40

Mr. Adler, you mentioned hedge funds investing in promoting
class-action lawsuits for pharmaceuticals and medical devices.

Jim Adler:

48:47

Exactly.

Timothy Belton:

48:48

That's the first I've heard of hedge funds investing in, um, that,
uh, that type of activity. Can you briefly shed a little bit more
light on that for me?

Jim Adler:

48:59

Well if, uh ... (laughs)

Timothy Belton:

49:02

Specific examples that would be helpful [crosstalk 00:49:04].

Jim Adler:

49:04

Well, it's a huge, uh, cottage industry on a national basis where
hedge funds back these hu-, these large organizations on a
national basis on CNN, Fox News, on mainly national cable
stations, national broadcast stations. They then, uh ... It's done
in several ways. They may handle the cases themselves but
finance the advertising or have other lawyers do it or there's
also they also sell these leads. Um, nobody's come up with a
good solution for it in, in any of the states, in, uh ... (laughs) I
pulled this. This is, uh, a 102-page list of all the rules in all the
different states that deal with all aspects of marketing. So it's
just, uh, I'm not smart of my, smart enough to figure it out, but I
know it goes on.

Jim Adler:

50:11

And I don't know if you've heard of the, the Mass Torts Made
Perfect Seminar in Las Vegas, uh, where there are, there are
these organizations that will assist you in financing a docket of,
uh, pharm- pharmaceutical mass tort cases. And it's, uh, they're
coming in to Texas and they're taking cases that oughta go to
Texas lawyers. That's my whole position. So ...
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Lewis Kinard:

50:43

So is this more of the third-party financing or is it the
advertising, deceptive advertising in marketing?

Jim Adler:

50:51

It's, it's bo- ... Well, it i- ... There are, there are ... You're right,
there are third-party hedge fund advertising resources, but
there's also hedge funds that are running these dockets of cases
and doing it themselves.

Claude Ducloux:

51:10

Jim, let me just tell you, your letter of December 31st really did,
was a catalyst for some wonderful discussions we've had before
this meeting. And, uh, just so you know, it was never our impr-,
our, our intention to say y-, uh, somebody would be deprived of
preapproval.

Jim Adler:

51:24

Right.

Claude Ducloux:

51:24

We looked at that more as a procedure issue, and we
concentrated on that. But, uh, as a result, that we are discussing
adding some words to that saying that somebody could also get
preapproval, just to ensure that they knew if they were
advertising and investing a lot of money, they'd wanna know
ahead of time, rather than get a later letter to say, "Pull that
ad."

Jim Adler:

51:43

Yes, sir. Well it's just a valuable sel-, safe harbor because I get a
letter from the advertising review committee and I can easily
change the language that's considered to raise unjustified
expectations. Uh, (laughs) I mean, I, I just paid tens of
thousands of dollars to do an ad about three months ago. And I
would've been horrified if I couldn't have got it pre-approved
and I had to do it again. Besides that, it was 28 degrees outside
when we shot the ad.

Multiple People:

52:18

(laughs)

Jim Adler:

52:18

So ...

Lewis Kinard:

52:19

Anything else?

Claude Ducloux:

52:20

Thank you.

Lewis Kinard:

52:21

Any other questions for Mr. Adler? No? Thank you. Who we got
next?

Brad Johnson:

52:25

Richard, Richard Hile is next.

Richard Hile:

52:26

Gentlemen.
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Lewis Kinard:

52:26

Hi.

Richard Hile:

52:26

My name is Richard Hile. And ladies. Uh, I submitted a written,
uh, letter, and I don't have anything to add to it, but I always
feel a little ill at ease by doing so without giving you the
opportunity to have questions or if you have such that you
would like me to answer.

Richard Hile:

52:48

Uh, the only comment I would make, having been involved in
this, in advertising since 1989 when we passed the most
comprehensive review, it's interesting, in all of those public
hearings, I've been through 15, 16 public hearings on
advertising, the, the lawyers who are advertising say let the
market take care of everything. The non-lawyers say restrict the
hell out of them. And it's trying to find that balance. And what
we're proposing today, as I, as I understand it, is a more general
approach to it. And what I've identified is that in those prior
task force, we basically saw many times when a question was
araised, or was raised about a particular, uh, item that may pose
harm to the public, was to address that in a constitutional
manner and then, uh, include it in the rules. Uh, if it was not a
substantial issue, if it was something illusory, we simply put it
aside. But there proposals that I've discussed were the, were
items that were brought to the committee's attention which we
felt were reasonable, needed to be addressed, and that's what
we did.

Lewis Kinard:

54:04

Great. Any questions for Mr. Hile?

Richard Hile:

54:07

Thank you again.

Lewis Kinard:

54:08

You provided a lot of information. I do appreciate it. Uh, so ...
It's not that we didn't find it interesting. It's just that-

Richard Hile:

54:14

Oh, I understand.

Lewis Kinard:

54:15

... it answered a lot of questions.

Richard Hile:

54:16

I understand.

Lewis Kinard:

54:17

So, good, thank you. All right, anybody?

Brad Johnson:

54:20

That's it, unless there's anyone else who signed up and hadn't
turned their card in.

Lewis Kinard:

54:26

All right. Well we very much appreciate, uh, everyone who
participated. It's a very important part of the process. We have
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to collect as much input for a lot of reasons. We're a small
committee. So, um, this comment and, and opportunity is really
your way of being on the committee with us. So I appreciate
everyone for making the effort for submitting, um, information
that's gonna be very useful to us. It's obviously a process. And
we have several steps along the way. Um, so we'll get back to
work on these. And, um, other rules in the pr-, in the pipeline
that we try to bundle up and send to the bar in the best shape
we can put them. Uh, and then once the board decides to
proceed, I guess eventually you might actually see a referendum
someday. So, um, thank you all very much for your help. And
we're gonna move on from the public hearing stage, uh, into
our meeting after about a five-minute break.
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